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1. Introduction

1.1 Goals

In order to expect to do really relew.nt work in computational

linguistics it is necessary to design a computational linguistics model.

This model would be a model of the human linguistic processing ability to

as large an extent as is feasible, always utilizing the consideration that

the model must be algorithmic in nature.

It seems clear that there is an underlying conceptual basis to natu-

ral language, and that this conceptual basis is the same in all languages.

We can say that a model of this conceptual basis of language would be in

fact a language -free, representation of any linguistic input or potential

output. A basis of this kind is necessary in order to account for the

ability of humans to translate and paraphrase. That is, in order for a

human to recognize that two linguistic inputs are equivalent, whether

they are in different languages or not, he must process the meaning of

these inputs in such a way as to render their content the same. The

Conceptual Dependency model (see [7]) is intended as a simulative model

for computational linguistics that will perform this task. The model

contains as an inherent part the ability to perform various tasks that

we recognize to be within a human's linguistic ability. That is, the

model is not concerned with 'linguistic' problems such as acceptability

or grammaticality but rather it is intended to model a human in a dia-

logue situation. Thus it considers all 'conceptually correct' input and

is capable of interpreting a sentence if there is a missing word or the

input is in a 'queer' form (that is, it does not correspond to certain

grammatical rules). The model is thus concerned with 'understanding'
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rather than with 'accepting' a sentence.

It is reasonable therefore, to inquire what we know about a 'human

parser'. First, he hears the sentence and may be said to understand it

conceptually. That is, he has the ability to associate a linguistic in-

put with some conceptual structure and to combine these conceptual

structures in accordance with the gramar rules of the language, the

language-free conceptualization rules, and his 'conceptual experience' or

'knowledge of the world'. Thus his 'understanding' finds a meaning for

the sentence by discovering the propositions or beliefs expressed by that

piece of discourse. This meaning expresse,) what has been said (as opposed

to what to do with it) and has been checked against the human's knowledge

of previous propositions. The new information has been verified as to its

conceptual validity or if no valid alternative exists then the new in-

formation has been added to the experience.

We also know that a human finds only one analysis of a sentence when

it is expressed within e discourse, but that he can find another if promp-

ted to do so. Thus, he would find only one analysis of 'time flies like

an arrow' given the usual context. We know in addition that his analysis

can be based on the context of the previous discourse, the situation, and

the identity of the speaker. Primarily, the 'human parser' is concerned

with interpretation of an input rather than discovering hidden ambiguities.

Another important ability that a human has is the recognition of sen-

tences that are 'laughers'. That is, certain constructions in a language

lead to predictable blind alleys that nearly always provoke a laugh. In

a sentence such as 'I saw the Grand Canyon flying to New York', it is this

laughing likelihood that gives us an insight into the human processing of
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this sentence. We can see, for example that there is a predictable ordered

processing here that causes one of the two possible grammar rules that

apply to be tried first, producing the laugh. But from a conceptual point

of view, we can predict this with a conceptually-based processor that is

not bound by grammar rules.

The conceptual parser described here is intended to produce as out-

put a language-free conceptual network representative of the meaning of

the input. Such a network is potentially useful in translation, para-

phrasing, and all computational work involving natural language. In order

to achieve this goal we intend to simulate what we know exists, namely the

human ability to understand. Thus, our simulative theory employs a world

model, an interlingua, an ability to map into and out of that interlingua,

and an ability to reject possible interpretations of an input on the basis

of its linguistic and conceptual experience. Thus the model is stratified,

with meaning at the highest level, employing syntax as a finder.

1.2. Conceptual Rule Parsing

The first version of Spinoza I (see [9]) has made obvious some in-

consistencies in the underlying theory as so far developed. Of primary

importance in the consideration of revisions of Spinoza I is the desire

to create any future version of this parser as one that more closely paral-

lels a human parser.

The major theoretical discrepancy between Spinoza I as it now stands

and our perception of a human involved in the same task is the reliance

on realization rules. Since the realization rules may be construed to

be the grammar rules of a language, it seems reasonable that a fluent

* Spinoza stands for 'Semantic Parser Involving Neo-stratificational

OrganiZation And conceptual dependency heuristics.
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speaker of a language is in full possession of these rules. It does

not necessarily follow that he employs these rules in parsing. In fact,

there is evidence that he does not. For example, we are familiar with

the fact that it is much easier to understand a foreign language than

it is to speak it. Whereas, we need the 'grammar' rules of a language

to generate from our conceptual base, it seems plausible that the pro-

cess of understanding can work sufficiently well with a knowledge of the

words of this foreign language and a very few of the major realization

patterns. This is because the conceptual base into which we are mapping

during the process of understanding this foreign language is the same one

as we ordinarily utilize. It has the same rules of organization of its

parts (namely concepts). If we are aware of the word-concept couplings

of this foreign language, we now only need to arrange these concepts

according to our usual (i.e. language-free) manner. Thus, it would seem

that humans can fare rather well without realization rules during parsing.

If this is the case, we must require of any simulation that it do likewise.

Although the use of realization rules in Spinoza I works well enough

there are more intuitive reasons for the elimination of the reliance on

realization rules during the parse. Consider for example, the sentence:

(1) I saw the Grand Canyon flying to New York.

Spinoza I parses this sentence correctly by the use of two realization rules

and the elimination of the inapplicable one by a check with the semantics.

PP

(R1) PP1 ACT,. PP2 ACTing = ACT1 4- 0 2

ACT
2

(R2) PP,. ACT,. PP2 ACyng = PP1 a ACT1 PP2

T while
PP

1
a ACT

2



The conceptual dependency PP2 ACT2, (Grand Canyon flies) derived from Ri

is eliminated from consideration by examination of the possible actions

for a 'location'. Since 'fly' is not one of these, R
2

is tried and is

successful. There is no reliable weighting system for realization rules

in Spinoza I, so it is perfectly possible that R2 would be selected first

and R
I
would therefore never be tried. This element of randomness seems

quite unlike a human in the same situation.

A second p -oblem in the effective simulation of a human by Spinoza I

is with regard to the conceptual semantics (see [6]). Again we are faced

with the difference between generation and parsing of coherent discourse.

Although these processes are similar enough to enable our system to be

effective while making double use of certain features, it seems clear that

there are exploitable differences. For example, in parsing 'green horse'

it is unnecessary to know that 'horses' are not 'green' in order to deal

with this construct. That is, while information of this kind is a neces-

sary part of the random generation process, it has little to do with the

problem of parsing except when there is a more attractive alternative parse

for the same set of concepts.'

Similarly, 'the park with the girl' is an acceptable possibility as

a construction, and we would only want it to be ruled out of consideration

conceptually in the view of more favorable alternatives. Thus, the sen-

tence:

(2) 'I went to the park with a

will not utilize the dependent 'park' in its conceptual networks only be
11 with

girl

cause the available alternatives are more highly valued. That is, it is
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not the conceptual experience that should be ruling out this alternative.

In any event, it would be rather difficult to have an experienc,, file

specify the things that a 'park' can be with, since this list is practically

infinite.

But the mechanisms of the,generative conceptual semantics must be

employed in order to correctly differentiate the senses of 'with' in a

'boy with a knife' and a 'boy with a girl'. The information utilized in

this differentiation process in Spinoza I must also decide between 'park'
'fl with

girl
with

and 'go girl'. However, while the modification 'I' is incorrect
'fl with

girl

because 'girl' is not a descriptor of 'I', the 'girl' in this sentence

also 'went to the park' so it is necessary to introduce a notion of 'ac-

companiment' as a sense of 'with' which would function similarly to a

logical 'and'.

I to

A 4.> go park
girl,

Clearly, the 'go with girl' sense would only be acceptable only in the

event that 'girl' functioned as an instrumental. Thus, we will also need

information about possible instruments frJr various ACT's. This is exempli-

fied by the problem presented in [7]

'He hit the boy with long hair'.

(11) 'He hit the boy with a wrench'.

While these sentences are both ambiguous, it is unlikely that a human would

notice that upon encountering them. Furthermore, the first analysis in

each cas:, is predictable and corresponds to the second analysis it. the
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other sentence. We require that Spinoza be able to make the appropriate

choice in each instance. This would have to be done by the establishment

of an instrumental case dependent on the ACT.

A further problem for Spinoza I is presented by a sentence of the type

'he grew plants', where, in the most likely underlying conceptualization,

it is the 'plants' that 'grew' and not 'he'. In order to recognize the

problem here it is necessary to reorient the parser to be more dependent

on the ACT, and in particular for English to have the system's linguistic

experience file expressed as information in the form of expectations when

certain verbs are encountered.

Thus, Spinoza II will be a system containing various levels of in-

formation. The parsing operation will function mainly using conceptual

rules. The object of the conceptual rules will be to point the way to the

underlying conceptual subject-verb-object (or actor-action-object) com-

binations present. The parser will look for these S -V -O constructions

whenever possible, and check to see if they are in accord with the system's

experience. We will not need to check the semantics unless we have a choice

of rules, in other words, when a decision is to be made. This implies that

the parser will never be able to make final decisions as to dependency

since it may (as in the 'Grand Canyon' case), be searching for a part of

the S -V -O that is more acceptable and thus would rewrite a piece of the

old S -V -O. The discovery of a conflict of rules would indicate a need for

resolution by the semantics.

The rest of this paper is concerned with changing the theory of Spinoza

I such that Spinoza II will be a conceptual rule, verb-based parser that

is concerned with case restrictions and a more realistic conception of
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semantics.

2. The Conceptual vs. the Linguistic

Consider the problem of 'Ken, saw Larry in the park'. This sentence

is unambiguously parsed by a human as opposed to the case of the sentence

'Ken saw the boy in the park'.' The reason for this is 'boy' may have a

descriptor whereas 'Larry' may not. Here 'Larry' identifies the object

completely. Now certainly 'Larry' could have been 'in the park', but the

conceptual apparatus that humans employ makes a distinction between de-

criptive information and additional information. This is seen in the

difference between non-restrictive relative clauses and ordinary pre-

nominal adjectives in English.

Thus, the point of 4- PA's and 4=PP's (below the line) is to further

describe a PP such as to explicate which of the set of PP's called by that

name is the referent. A a construction on the other hand is intended to

provide additional information about the PP.

The theoretical point here is that there is a great deal of important

information inherent in the words themselves that can aid in our conceptual

expectations during the parse. Here, 'Larry' is the type of Noun (Proper)

that tells us that conceptually we do not expect any descriptions. Then,

if there are any descriptions present we can attach them elsewhere if there

would have been an otherwise equally likely alternative.

This conceptual expectation abVity is important at a deeper level in

the parse. For example, (5) 'I am in love' presents this type of problem.

'Love' in the conceptual dependency framework is an ACT no matter what

syntactic realizates are being used. (This is the case throughout. The

assumption is that all syntactic forms of any concept have the same



conceptual realizate.) Furthermore, 'love' is a transitive ACT. This

is important in an expectation-oriented system. That is, if someone is

the recipient of 'love' in all cases, then we can look for this recipient,

or if none is to be found, at least know that some 'human' fits. Thus, the

C-diagram of (5) is:

I 4* love PP
human

Clearly, it is necessary that this be the parse. Since the information

that 'PP human' satisfies the conditions of the object had to come from

looking up 'love', we can allow ourselves the luxury of picking up addi-

tional information by consulting the verb. In this case, we may pick up

the advice that the PP on.the left is commonly of a different sex than

that on the right. This would allow us to 'guess' that 'Joan' in the

sentence 'Joan is a darling girl' following (5) can be placed as the

object in (5).

An intelligent parser needs to know what to expect at any point in

the parge. If that information is there (that is, if humans would have

some guesses as to what follows at a given point in a sentence) then we

can provide some of that information to the parser.

A similar case can be found in the construct 'I cg, run'. The expecta-

tions to be found here are made clear by the seeming unacceptability of

the simple realizate of this construct; (6) 'I run'. We would be more

comfortable here if the sentence were: (7) ' I am running' (I run) or

t

now

(8) 'I run to the store on Tuesdays' (I a run
to

store)

Tuesday

each
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The discomfort caused by (6) is representative of an important facet of

the concept 'run'. This concept implies a destination or at least a

direction ('around the block') was part of the conceptualization. Similar-

ly, conceptualizations that are formed from present-tense linguistic real-

izates that are not indicated as presently taking place (by '-ing' for

example) require a time. In other words, there are certain characteris-

tics of a conceptualization that we can expect to be mentioned in a dis-

course in some way. Furthermore, the verb used indicates certain dependent

constzucts that are always present in the underlying conceptualization

even if they are not present in the sentence itself. This was the case

with the expectation of the transitive ACT 'love' in that we required an

object conceptually even though the language did not. For 'run' we may

say for the moment that it is intransitive and takes dative case. Similar-

ly, in the sentence 'I hit the boy', we can expect an instrument was

present and we thus require that 'hit' take instrumental case. We thus

establish a verb-dependent case system (with some similarity to Fillmore

[4]). This will be delved into in further detail later in this paper.

. The Semantics of Enalish_Verbs

3.1 Pseudo-state verbs

Underlying conceptual dependency theory is the notion that the 'true'

meaning is being extracted from the linguistic construct. Clearly, if two

sentences are equivalent in meaning, they should have the same C-diagrams.

This notion, plus the assumption that multiple syntactic and semantic

senses of a concept all have the same conceptual realizate, makes evident

the problem of the verb 'to fly'. Consider the sentences:

(9) I flew to New York. and
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(10) I went to New York by plane.

These are clearly paraphrases in ordinary usage. Certainly this ability

can be accounted for by translating 'fly' as 'god plane' in all cases.

However, this bypasses the problem of how we know which sense of 'fly'

was intended. For 'humans' we know the intended sense because we know

conceptually that 'people don't fly'. This is conceptual experience.

There are, however, senses of 'fly' that make this analysis incorrect,

for example, 'the pilot flew', which means .1ause the plane to fly'. Thus

an initial check with the Conceptual Experience (Semantics) to see if

'humans eg, fly' is all right, must send us elsewhere in our experience,

since all the information that we need to correctly parse this sentence

is very likely already at hand.

We can posit a more fully developed dictionary, then. This would

enable us to look under 'fly' and find that the word 'fly' is a realizate

for a number of different conceptual constructions. The possible PP's

(actors) of these corweptualizations are listed in this dictionary. Thus,

'man' is acceptable in both cases. But in the latter 'pilot' is the

specific referent, although conceptually 'pilot' can also be the actor in

the former case. Thus the dictionary must have a usualness of occurrence

measure by which to choose between alternatives that are both conceptually

acceptable.

Consider the example of (11) 'I flew the plane to New York'. Here,

'the plane' in the position of conceptual object, specifies which sense

of 'fly' was intended. Previously we encountered a PP followed by an ACT

(fly), looked the connection up in semantics and were directed to a new

conceptual construction with a different ACT. But in sentences such as



(11) and (12)

(12) I grew plants.

we notice that it is the sentential object that is the conceptual actor for

the ACT given. In addition, an unstated construction governing causally ( )

is the initial conceptualization. So we have the analysis:

and

I a do

lr
planes a fly

I a do

plants a grow

where the 'do' represents some unknown ACT and its dependents. However,

when we look up 'fly' we discover 'go
by

plane' in addition to the in-

formation that this kind of ACT will work as a dependent for its object

but not its subject sententially. We thus have double the information,

which yields:

I a do

plane a fly

I a goALY plane <....--- New York
to

which combines into:

by to
I a go 4= plane New York

I Ag% fly

do New York

for the parse of this sentence. (At this point we have made an inference

and it is not clear that this is our purpose here. Thus, we might con-

sider that only the first part of this construction is the correct analysis.)
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3.2. Linguistic Experience

Consider the problem of the three extremely different parses of:

(13) I grew two feet.

(a) I do

feet # grow

two

) I # grow

length > length

t t t

present 2' past

(c)

on
feet # grow

bop)

Whereas it is clear to us that (b) is probably the intended underlying

conceptualization of (13), clearly the other two C-diagrams must be reckoned

with since a C-diagram of type (a) would be produced by 'I grew plants'

and (c) by 'I grew horns'.

It seems reasonable that this problem can only be accounted for by

rules specific to 'grow'. If this is the case, this information would be

part of Linguistic Experience File. In fact, some of the more complex

Realization Rules could be treated as a part of this file.

As an example of the place of linguistic experience in the treatment

of a concept, we can view a given concept on all three levels: e.g.

Elephant

I. Conceptual Knowledge - animal

II. Conceptual Experience - size - large/unusual [the 'unusual refers
to the probability of

color - grey/unusual reference in a dis-

location - jungle course]

-13-



III Linguistic Experience - move = charge
on

quick land

We would still be able to parse 'small pink elephant' for example,

because without any ambiguity we need only check as far as the Conceptual

Knowledge (which includes the category names of the Conceptual Experience

without their specifics).

There is a difference between Conceptual Experience (CE) and Con-

ceptual Knowledge (CK). In the parser we need only check Conceptual

Knowledge to be able to make a correct parse. That is, the Conceptual

Knowledge tells us that 'horses have color' and thus 'green horse' is

ali right. It also lets us make 'baby' into 'human' since the CK allows

young

baby

babies to anything humans can do. Thus 'the baby drove the car' is ac-

ceptable from the CK's point of view and we would not want to parse this

any other way. Similarly, the 4-- PP for 'eat' is 'any phys. obj.' according

Lo the CK. This allows 'he ate the book' which is conceivable. This sen-

tence does alter one's CE however.. Now, we might want to add 'books' to the

list of possible .- PP's for 'eat' in the Conceptual Experience, which

previously had listed types of food. That is, we might now classify 'book'

as food. The rating of usualness is part of the linguistic experience of

the system. Thus, we check the experience according to a specified order.

'1" or an ACT the three levels look as follows:

Grow

CK TACT (therefore takes no .- PP or4ePP)

-14-



CE living things a IACT (only liv
TACT (can be

amount

LE the intransitive verb 'grow'
cumstances:

ing things do this
modified by an amount)

takes a direct object in three cir-

1) direct object is an amount

2) direct object is what is: IACT-ing
(I grew plants)

3) direct object is I CT-ing on the subject
(I grew horns)

These items of inform

but we can treat them as

binations. The parser

without using realiz

choosing between (2

perience should t

'feet grow on a

working this

the concept

unique) c

word-se

sense

ation could take the form of realization rules

keying our search for correct conceptual com-

could then work from the conceptual rules downward

ation rules by using the verb-subject information. In

) and (3) for 'I grew two feet', our conceptual ex-

ell us that 'plants grow on earth' not 'on I' whereas

nimals'. (We note here that part of the reason for re-

problem is to disallow word-senses as far as possible from

ual scheme. Rather, we are interested in the actual (usually

onceptual sense of the word.) There aren't as many concepts as

nses (which could explain the human difficulty in naming word-

s ) .

The Parsing Theory

.1 Attributes of Spinoza II

The basic assumption in the new parser is that conceptual rules are

responsible for the bulk of the parsing. Furthermore, there is an assump-

tion that there are PP a ACT clusters to be found in sentences from any

language and that these clusters are identifiable through the use of cer-

tain heuristics. It is these clusters that enable the parser to build up

-15-



networks. That is, tht, are the centers of various clumps.

The conceptual rules will account for the correct parse only by

using certain stores of knowledge to eliminate wrong dependencies. A

dependency can be found to be incorrect utilizing any of these possibil-

ities:

1) syntactic restrictions eliminate this choice.

e.g. C-rules alone will not parse

The red ball small Tom threw...' correctly without in-

formation about the syntax of English

2) checking attribute lists after preliminary RR's (not many of

these) point out syntactic dependencies.

Attribute semantics delimit the range of possible attributes

according to absolute qualities, relative qualitives, and ex-

perential ratings of equalness or frequency of use of these

attributes in a linguistic context.

3) utilizing the linguistic experience file as the 'where to find

it' guide for the conceptual rules .

A correct dependency can be found by using the following parts of

the Spinoza 11 system:

1) Conceptual rules

a) predominance of PP a ACT clusters

b) attribute searches

2) Conceptual cases

a) predominance of the verb
b) predominance of case requirements

3) Heuristics

a) what to look for at any given point

b) the direction in which to proceed



if) Association Matrix

a) find missing actions when actor and object appear
b) choose between alternate interpretations of PP$PP clusters

5) Usualness file

a) to select between alternatives caused by rewriting of abstracts
b) choose between,cases
c) 2 possible C- rules
(only check under those circumstances)

6) Dictionary

a) rewrites into conceptual constructs
b) idioms

7) English information
(e.g. 'with' denotes instrument in certain instances)

In addition agreement rules (number, gender) will need to be called

to supplement decisions. But priorities of occurrence must be established.

As an example of some English heuristics we have these:

1) before a PP is placed in the network, check to see if there
is a PP following it

2) after finding ACT, immediately try to fill in cases with

available information

3) never go by the first PP in the network (on the line)
without going back to add dependents

11) if ACT is before the PP, its case objects are probably
before too

5) in looking back, first look for cases, then look for PA's

6) between two choices for governor choose the one that was
most recently looked at (depends on the reliability of the

algorithm).

4.2. An Example

Consider parsing:

'The stupid heavy cigar smoker flew to New York while growing plants.'

First: look up terms in Dictionary at level (1)
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level (1) contains conceptual category and sem. cat. and any rewrite.

the; stupid; heavy
det PA PA,AA

Place in network

cigar
PP

attem;ii to attach PA's
check attributive semantics

cigar 4-- PA

weight unusual (heavy is looked for by its sem. cat.)

t is, we are trying to make something a relative PA that is an Abs( "

PA as far as the system's experience knows.)

Heuristic: If assisting category dependence is marked as unusual, look

for another governor near by.

Thus, we cannot attach either PA, so we go on. Smoker is in list as:

human 4=> smokes x
cigar

where x is
cigarette
pipe
pot

so we have:

cigar human

smokes

Heuristic: If you need an x, look for it.

human

smokes

cigars

Try and attach previously stored stuff: stupid is OK but PA heavy attaches

to 'human' and AA heavy attaches to 'smokes'. There is no way to make the
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choice so we guess.

human

stupid smokes

heavy cigars

We look up fly and attempt to attach it to human. Look in Conceptual

Experience (That is semantics for PP a ACT).

List of things that humans do does not contain 'fly'.

Thus we go to the dictionary:

fly

level 1 IACT

level 2 plane
bird a ACT

level 3 x fly = x a go /4111 plane
x fly y = x a do

y a fly

level 4 phys. obj. a ACT

At level 2 we see'what things can 'fly'. At level 4 are listed those

things that might possibly be able to do this according to conceptual

knowledge. We obtain the possible PP's and look for them in the network

already created (and perhaps glance ahead at part of the sentence yet

to come.) Since they are not there, we skip to level 3. We only go to

the CK's version of fly (level 4) if we are prompted by the speaker.

Level 3 gives us the network piece to be inserted:

by to
human a go plane New York.
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to
We add e New York by checking the semantics for plane 6-- PP and go<:d== PP,

rejecting the first.

while; is written in the dictionary as:

T-conceptualization follows, dependent on another conceptualization.

If no PP is available as actor, use PP from governing conceptualization.

'Grow' is looked up and checked and we have:

human a grow

human .a go

Here we must use an expectation table which tells us what to look for in

the next words in terms of a conceptual category. Since 'grow' is an

IACT we are not expecting anything but an AA or a new conceptualization.

Since 'plants' has nothing following it, this is rulA out and we

must go back and find out what to do.

Heuristic: If you are confused, go to deeper levels of the last ACT en-

countered.

grow

level 1 TACT

level 2 living things 4.> TACT

level 3 1) IACT amount = grow

amount

x IACT y= x ado
fft

y a IACT

x
on

3) x TACT y = y a IACT

(1) does not apply since there is no 'amount' word present.

We can choose between (2) and (3) by utilizing the PP PP semantics.
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(That is, we can eliminate the ACT that goes between (giving a kind of

on
association matrix)). Under 'plants ' we do not find 'human' so we

choose (2). '(If we had 'horns' we would find

horns

on - animals

and we would choose this interpretation).

This gives:

plants r grow

.4.!P

human r do

to
human c.> go

by
.=plane New York.

stupid smokes

heavily cigars

The reason we can eliminate 'grow' is that the FPO:, PP semantics have an

implied 'BE' between them. Since 'grow' is an TACT, it is also the verb

between them. Furthermore, in this case, the LOC permits the avoidance

of the ACT since there is not actually a dependency betwe.J.n them.

We want 'plants' to be able to be 'on' any physicnl object but the

CE tells us what has been found to be the usual case. Thus,

grow - on- ¶eaghl any pffs. obj.

This 'on' is really 'on and into' a different conceptual preposition.

This eliminates problems stemming from 'plants grew on the table'.

Consider parsing with the new method:

'I saw the Grand Canyon flying to New York.'

Previously, there were two Realization rules which applied and we chose

the one that was semantically correct. But without using realization

rules the parse is done as follows:.
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'I a saw'

is as before

then, T a saw 4- Grand Canyon

the ACT - 'fly' can be connected to the Grand Canyon but level 2 of the

dictionary entry for 'fly' disallows that (again, if prompted we could

get' to level 4 and OK this).

Heuristic: If an ACT exists and there is o place to attach it, it is

part of 'while' construction, therefore go to 'while'

procedure.

This gives:

I a saw 4-- Grand Canyon

T while

by to
a go plane New York

Previously, we had used sense information present, to disambiguate con-

structions such as:

I saw the birds flyirg to the convention.

We were able to get the correct parse since the sense of 'fly' for birds

did not take 'to the convention'. This necessitated having semantics for

the multiple senses of 'fly' (and every word). and left us without the

conceptual similarities present between these sense. In using only one

conceptual 'fly' we apparently lose the ability to disambiguate this

sentence however:

I a saw 4-- bird

Now we can attach 'fly' to 'bird'. However, 'fly' is really an TACT

since now one can no longer 'fly' anything. This indicates that (as in

the 'grow' example) the PP PP semantics can function across the TACT.
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In fact, the conceptual prepositions of which we have been speaking can be

considered to be IACT relations between PP's. Thus under

bird
to - phys. obj.; location

we do not find 'convention' so we disallow this parse. The previous

heuristic provides the correct parse. We can see that the CE could be

altered to allow this parse if need be. Most importantly, we are pro-

ceeding in a human-like manner. We first try 'bird a fly' which is most

reasonable until the later information is added. This enables us to

parse:

'I saw the bird flying to the tree'

correctly, and gives the better constructed parse for,

'I saw the bird flying to New York'.

Similarly, other motion verbs such as 'ride' in 'He rides a bicycle'

can be handled correctly so as to produce the parse

on
he tt. rides bicycle.

ride

1. SACT

2. any phys. obj. # ride CE

on
3. x rides y= x a rides y LE

4. CE CK

Note that 'rides' is to 'rides on' as 'pilots' is to 'flies' as 'drives'

is to 'drives in':

he flew a plane
(piloted)

(1) he # do

111%

plane a fly

(2) he a go4-Yplane
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We are again faced with the problem of the infinite reduction of a

set of properties into a smaller set. So we can legislate that we will

use 'plane a fly' but 'car a go' whereas we might just as well have said

'plane a go' and 'car a go'. The rule-of-thumb is that we rewrite con-
it in on qt
air land

cepts to get at the true conceptual sense of a word (i.e. such that there

is only one conceptual action called 'fly') but not to simply substitute

one concept that is a breakdown of another. The only reason for such a

breakdown is paraphrase or translation and there our limits are whatever

rill work. Thus,

drive

in hehe drives a car = he a ride 4 cr
.7:

go do

lnhe drives to work = he a ride <=.= car
to

work

and maybe (he a do)

itt
car a go.

1. SACT = x a do

0
x a go

2. human a SACT

3. a) x drives y = x a do

y a go

(where y is car unless
otherwise stated)

inb) x drives = x a rides ,==. car

There are 2 LEF listings in (3) for drive. Since the first implies the

second; both conceptualizations are the realizate of the left half of

(a). (b) is only possibly realized with the (a) realizate in addition to

its own.
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Conceptually, most verbs are often not what they seem, and we have in

addition to the class of pseudo-state verbs a set of verbs whose con-

ceptual realizates are complex and require a look-up in the dictionary

as to conceptual category and linguistic experience before proceeding

with any conceptual mapping. For example:

1) he wrote a book

he # create
by he

book g==

writes

2) heasked Fred to go home

he # requested

to house
Fred # go 41-pm

9 of
Fred

3) he desired Martha in the morning

he # want

he # have Martha

morning

he doubted his wife

he # doubt

x # true

wife # say

) of
he

Conceptual lt1c1c z

.1. Conceptual Prepositions

Perhaps the largest stumbling block to the clear understanding of

the use of prepositions to indicate an indirect or prepositional depen-

dency in our work has been the lack of differentiation between the pre-

positions used between ACTc.FIPP and between PP414=PP.
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The first thing that needs to be done is the elimination of the use

of the same descriptions for both bonds. Clearly the 'with' of ACT<=PP

is altogether different from the 'with' of P134-7.:PP. This is the case with

other prepositions as well.

The ACT4=PP 'with' seems to be representative in English of the

instrumental case. It can always be paraphrased by 'using'. Furthermore,

it is vitally important that the semantics reflect this difference. In

(1) 'I hit the boy with long hair'

and

(2) 'I hit the boy with a stick'

it is quite clear that both (1) and (2) are ambiguous but it would be a

mistake for any parser to treat these sentences in any but unique ways.

inst
We can do this by allowing for an instrumental case, i.e., ACT.-- PP.

We can thus list possible (or experienced) instruments for each ACT.

Thus, we might have 'weapon' listed for 'hit'. and a classification of the

set 'weapon' elsewhere which would allow 'stick' but not 'hair'. Now, of

course, either of these sentences could have had the opposite interpre-

tation. But we would only want to discover these upon prompting.

Similarly a case system for ACTS-PP allows for the resolution of the

ambiguity in a joke sentence like

'Do you serve crabs?'

where the answer

'We serve anybody.'

can come as a result of the ambiguity in English of a certain class of

verbs which take a recipient (or dative) case. The ambiguity is resolvable

by the semantics where under 'serve' is the information that it's recipient
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case takes 'human PP's' whereas the ACT 4cPP requires 'food' or 'drink'.

We had been writing prepositions over the prepositional dependency

link, thus creating essentially as many links as there are prepositions,

although these links are all of the same class. Clearly, there is a great

deal of redundant information here, particularly in the creation of the

semantic files to go along with these prepositions. While attempting to

create 'conceptual prepositions' with the purpose of first sorting the

prepositions that are exactly the same but semantically different (e.g.

'of' meaning containment versus 'of' meaning possession) and second com-

bining prepositions with identical conceptual meanings (e,g. the 'of',

'with' and "s' that all mean 'possessions), certain very interesting things

fell into place. The most important of these for the practical problem

of creating a parser was the fact that the prepositions combined well

enough to drastically reduce the amount of semantic information neces-

sary in order to parse. Another important reduction in the amount of

necessary information was caused by the realization that the number of

conceptual preposition or categories of prepositions was sharply divided

between those that are attributive (below- the -line dependency) and those

that were dependent on the action of the conceptualization. We will con-

centrate our discussion on the on-the-line conceptual prepositions.

Consider the'sentence,

'I went with the girl to the park'.

If we desire to parse this with conceptual rules only we are faced with

the problem of how to treat each prepositional phrase (this problem would

probably not be simplified at all using realization rules).

To see some of the problems that this sentence creates we can contrast
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it with the following:

1) I went with the book to the park.
2) I went with the girl from the park.
3) I fought with the girl in the park.
4) I hit the boy with the girl in the park.
5) I hit the boy with the bat in the park.

While it may be possible to parse some of these sentences unambi-

guously using a rather detailed semantics, it is clear that certain things

are operating here that are out of the realm of semantic considerations

but rather serve as conceptual case indicators. For example, the most

obvious case is the difference between sentence (4) and (5). Although

the construction of these is superficially the same the meaning differs

greatly. This is caused by the conceptual cases that are present on the

conceptual level and the confusing use of prepositions to denote these

cases in English. Fillmore [4] goes into the matter of case in great

detail and it is not necessary to duplicate his arguments here. We take

exception to the number of cases proposed by Fillmore, but this is in

keeping with the attempt to present a semantic network that is conceptual

in basis with no syntactic considerations. So, whereas there well may

be as many syntactic cases in English as Fillmore projects, it seems

clear that conceptually the story is different.

In sentence (5) then we may say that there is an instrument of the

action and that this instrument is denoted by the noun following 'with'.

Furthermore, we can predict from the ACT ofethe conceptualization that

there was an instrument of that action whether or not that instrument

was stated in the sentence. Thus we can predict from the ACT certain

properties of the conceptualization.

The semantic ramifications are clear. We can list according to
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semantic category the possible instruments for an action, again according

to usualness. These semantic files then are simply probabilistic usual-

ness files. And we can predict what instruments we might expect. In

sentence (4) it is safe to assume that 'girl' does not belong to the

'weapon' category that 'hit' would require. There is an additional safe-

guard built in here, in our probabilistic choice, in that if 'girl' is

not an instrument it must be something else. We can then check its pro-

bability of occurrence in any new slot. In this instance, 'with' can be

treated as a command to test the PP following as a potential actor in the

conceptualization. This, of course is unique to the preposition 'with'

In (1), this check would fail which would require a check for a posses-

sive connection, with the first available PP, in this case 'I', which

would be acceptable.

Similarly, there is a conceptual directive case which would enable

us to parse (1) with a direction modification on the conceptualization,

whereas (2) would have the construct 'from the park' as a possible

attribute of 'girl'. Thus, we eliminate a check with the semantics and

thus uncomplicate the semantics, by translating 'to' directly as a con-

ceptual case maker, while 'from' would ambiguously refer either to a case

or an attribute.

Presently we allow four conceptual cases denoted by the following

prepositions:

OBJECTIVE - (none)

RECIPIENT - to, from

INSTRUMENTAL - with, by

DIRECTIVE - to, from, towards
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Similarly, there are 'attributive cases' of conceptual prepositions:

POSSESSION - of, with

LOCATION - near, at, by, in, before

CONTAINMENT - in, of

These conceptual prepositions are often realized in English by verb con-

structions such as: 'have', 'located', and 'contained'.

As far as the conceptual cases are concerned, their use allows us

to orient the parser in a more verb-governed manner. That is, we will

be able to map the 'to' in (1) directly into the directive case since the

tiCT that governs that constituent cannot take the recipient case. By this

method then, we allow for a categorization of all the ACT's of the system

by potential cases, thus creating an effective and useful classification

schema.

One of the most important things that the establishment of a con-

ceptual case system allows us is the opportunity to accurately predict

information that we don't know or haven't yet received at any point in

the parse. For ambiguity at the sentence or paragraph level this is ex-

tremely important. Thus in addition to our ability to ask when and where

about every conceptualization, we will now be able to ask of: 'I a go',

1 to where?' (Direction), and 'how' (instrument); for 'I a gave', 'what?'

Objective ), 'to whom?' (Recipient), 'how?' (Instrument) and so on for

every ACT in the dictionary. This predictive ability coupled to the

already present one available from the attributive semantics allows us

an enormous amount of information about a very uninformative sentence.

For example, the system will now know, when it hears 'the boy ate', that

it does not know and has the potential to find out about, the following
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things:

OBJECTIVE - what did he eat?, SEMANTICS - what type of food?

INSTRUMENT - what did he use to eat it?, SEMANTICS - which kitchen

utensil?

4-PA size - how tall is the boy?

,PA age - now old is the boy?

LOC - where was he when he did this?

T. - when did this happen?

and a great deal more information. Clearly, this is extremely important,

especially if a potential ambiguity can be resolved by our expectations.

That is, we will always be expecting something by relying on our know-

ledge of the situation with which we are dealing. In some sense then,

the parser will be intelligent.

5.2 The Particular Cases

5.2.1 The Instrumental Case - This case (denoted by I
in the conceptual

network) can very often be taken as being part of the actual action.

That is, some ACT's predict very closely what kind of Instrument could

have been used. For example, 'see' requires an instrument of 'eyes' and

a possible addition to 'eyes' of 'glasSes' or 'telescope'. Similarly

'shoot' requires 'gun' or something of The genre. This is true of a whole

class of ACT's and we may label them temporarily as instrumental ACT's.

It seems that a conceptual instrument is present every time there is

a conceptual object.

5.2.2 The Recipient Case - We denote recipient case by , . However, the

class of ACT's that take Recipient turn out to be of a special variety.

They are unique in that all the ACT's of this category express a certain
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type of relation, namely a transition. Since a transition has a be-

ginning and an end, we can consider the recipient case to be two-pronged,

denoted: R
4to

4from

Thus, 'I want money' would have as its C-diagram the PP a SACT combina-

tion (since 'want' is an SACT) and an objectively dependent conceptuali-

zation expressing the desired transitory relation. The following might

do:

I a want

money a go 44=.
to

I

However, this would not express the full power of what has been said.

In addition, the notion of 'money' as an actor does not fit in with our

conceptual schema. The actual actor is unnamed but is either a human or

human institution since those are the possible holders of 'money'. We

might express the ACT in this conceptualization as 'give' but this is

not necessarily a warranted assumption. The ACT that we do know to be

taking place here is one of 'transfer' or 'transition' but more parti-

cularly of 'active transition'. That is, this ACT does take an object,

in this case 'money'. We can hypothesize a conceptual action called

'trans' then, with the required properties and use it in the object con-

ceptualization under consideration:

I a want
to I

someone
1

a trans 4... money

from
someone

Here, the two-pronged recipient case expresses the beginning and end

points of the transition. The two 'someones' are not necessarily the

same one. In fact, the actual English realizate used in this situation
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r

is determined by the identity or lack of it with respect to the two

1 someones'. If they are the same, the English realizate is 'give'. If

'someone,' is 'I' then the English realizate is 'take' (or perhaps 'take

illegally' i.e. 'steal'). If all three PP's are different then the rea-

lizate is both 'give' and 'take': Thus,

a want

Joe a trans -- money

would be' realized as

'I want Joe to take money from Sam and give it to me'.

'Give' and 'take' then are always instances of the ACT 'trans' and will

be treated as such by the parser. Similarly a verb such as 'send' is also

a 'trans' but a more complicated one demanding an I-case. Consider 'I

sent money to mother'.

R
trans money If4#.

other
I
mail

Here then, we have a verb whose conceptual realizate demands a cer-

tain specific item at its I-case. As Fillmore notes we can have only one

instrumental for a verb. Here we see that we might not expect the verb

'send' to take instrumental case since its conceptual realizate could

provide one.

The ACT 'shoot' is another interesting example. Consider '1 shot

the man'. Here the ACT 'shoot' requires objective case as well as recipient

case and instrumental case. Furthermore, if no more information is pre-

sent, an extremely well warranted assumption that we would require our

parser to make (except perhaps in the case where photography was the

context) is that the C-diagram given is as follows:
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man

I a shoot - bullet gun
1

gun

Other verbs that require this recipient case would probably include

most 'speech-type' verbs. For example, 'I told Fred to go home' would be

"Fred
Fred

R
44. say 4-- 2'(

go

t DIR TO

Fred house"

Similarly 'I talked to him' would be:

Iasayrx
The

'He heard me' would be realized as:

he a perceive 4-- ears

he

41. of

I

..4he

a say 4.- x

I

Parsing into this construction would not be difficult since 'hear' can be

directly realized as either the complex construction

or

perceive 4--ears

x a say

perceive ears

x a makesound

where ", is human

where x is not human

Thus the reliance on the conceptual dictionary will be heavy.
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',5.2.5 The Objective Case

Since objects have been in use for a long time in these analyses,

it is perhaps more illuminating in a discussion of Objective case to

point out some examples of what we do not consider to be a conceptual ob-

ject:

An item is considered to be objectively dependent if it is the thing

acted upon by the ACT, thus, in 'he shot the boy', the objectively de-

pendent item is likely to be 'bullets' but it is not 'boy'. 'Boy' is the

recepient case in this instance, which necessitates having the ACT be

'shoot at'. Thus, a paraphrase might be, 'he shot bullets at to the boy'.

The oddity of this sentence sententially does not negate its conceptual

meaningfulness.

Deciding that an item is objectively dependent is a question of

whether the construction can more meaningfully be realized some other

way. For example, in 'I killed John', it is true that 'John was killed'

but it is further the case that 'John is dead'. Therefore, the analysis

is

I a do

John a die

This is satisfying because the actual ACT (represented by the transitive

dummy 'do') is unknown in this case. In the parser the information that

allows for this kind of analysis is represented in the verb-ACT dictionary.

Similarly, in 'I vrite books', 'books' is not objectively dependent on

'write' but this is due to the character of 'write'.

As elsewhere, when an ACT takes an objective case it is the function

of the semantics to fill it in it it has remained unspecified. Thus, 'I
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ate' would be expanded in its conceptual analysis to include its object

which would be some type of 'food'. In this instance the sentence might

be short for a number of conceptualizations involving multiple eating

actions. If the sentential object were 'dinner' the only allowable ana-

lysis would then be:

I <#, ate 0- x (food)

dinner
it of

me

While, the Objective case is often concrete and predictable from

Llie ACT, often it takes the form of a conceptualization or a linguistic

uttt.!rance. For example, in 'I told John to go home', 'John' is the re-

capiont of the ACT 'say'. The object of that ACT consists of what was

1(1, which in this instance is the conceptualization

I a want
o f

D rhouse <=... John
John 4# go <

f L<here

This entire construction then is the conceptual object of the ACT. In

'T t,dd John, 'Mary is fat'', the quoted phrase is the conceptual object

of 'say' but it's underlying conceptualization is not. That is, the

words themselves satisfy the requirements of the Objective case.

Thus the Objective case can have a concrete PP or a conceptualization

as iLs member but these are always objects of the ACT's with which they

are associated and conform semantically to that requirement.

The Directive Case

The Directive case is the most complex of the cases. This is per-

haps another way of saying that we do not understand its operation too



well. Presently, we are using a two-pronged arrow to denote the begin-

ning and end of the traveling (that is, the 'to' and 'from'). (For an

example, see the dependent of 'go' in the last C-diagram.) However, the

direction of an action is certainly more complex than is denoted by these

two prepositions. Since the recipient case is strikingly like the direc-

tive case in at least one of its forms, there has been a fair amount of

(Iscussion of the fact that recipient case is only a special instance of

directive case. That possibility is certainly extant.

Linda Hemphill [5] has suggested that the directive case is appli-

cable with the realization of the following set of 'trans' -type verbs:

reflexive transitory verbs with the action directed to a place
location.

2) reflexive transitory verbs that take objective case that are
directed to a place location, where the focus is placed on the
object motion rather than the subject motion.

3) non-reflexive transitory having an object directed to a place
location.

Hemphill notes that there is a fourth category of non-reflexive verbs

that correspond to the ACT labeled 'trans' in section 5.2.2.

For example, some of the verbs in the first category are: go, fly,

move, drive, climb. . . In the second category are the transitive

counterparts of these verbs: move, drive, take . . . These verbs fit the

form of:

x verb-ed y to the z .

The third category includes the following verbs: hit, shoot, kick, knock

over .

In the first category, it is possible to consider these verbs to be

realizations of the ACT 'trans
2
' where there is an AA modifying each of

these according to the definition of the verb. A possible modification
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grouping might be:

climb = trans
1

up

go = trans
1

horizontal

fly = trans].

trajectory

By creating four classes of 'trans' verbs we gain a tremendous

amount of versatility due to these generalizations. The primary problem

is getting the original verb back after rewriting it in terms of some

'trans' ACT., That is, if the sense of 'hit' in the following sentence

were treated as a 'trans3' with a 'trajectory' modification; it would

appear as: John hit the ball over the fence

John a trans.4 ball

trajectory

)place
litLOC

beyond fence
place
VDC

near side of fence

In order to realize this construction as 'hit' again, we would have to

define 'hit' in terms of its AA, ACT realizate, and Instrument. That is,

we would determine the possible instruments for this verb based on the

experience file and this information would be part of the conceptual in-

strument for the conceptualization even if it were unstated in the sen-

tence.

What we would be doing then is reducing the actual set of ACTs to a

very small number thus allowing for a more conceptual system. If machines

are ever to translate it would seem that this type of analysis would be
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a prerequisite.

5.3 A Word About Case

The relevance of case in our system then is in its ability to account

for the conceptual relations on the main line of a conceptualization in

some general way. In addition, the cases provide a classificatory power

with respect to the ACT's as will be seen in the next section. What we

choose to regard as a conceptual case and we choose to place elsewhere

is significant. As far as conceptual dependency is concerned, locative

is not a case. With the possible exception of 'timeless' utterances, all

conceptualizations are modified by a LOC. That is, any conceptualization

that takes a T also takes a LOC. This is not too different from noting

that any conceptualization can be causally dependent () on another

conceptualization. That is, there is an important distinction between

cases and relations :etween conceptualizations. LOC, T, and causality

are examples of relations and not conceptual cases.



6. Conceptual ACT Categories

by Sylvia Weber

It is possible, on the basis of some of the considerations made

heretofore, to distinguish certain types of categories for the ACTs. The

distinctions will depend on the configuration of cases which an ACT can

conceptually take. Another way of looking at this more or less systema-

tic classification is that it is an attempt to identify universal rela-

tion-object dependencies, about which assertions can be made to give us

Ifsentences.

The fact that we set "assertions" apart from "relations" underlies

the primary distinction which we make between verbs. The first group we

call SACTs; they serve to subjectivize the conceptualization (usually in-

troduced by the word 'that') which follows. For example, we have 'I know

that the earth is pear-shaped'. (Of course, the conceptualization "re-

lated to" by the subject (actor) may in turn be subjectivized; 'I know

he thinks that he understands that <conceptualization>.) Since SACTs

"stand outside of" the conceptualization involving objects of the real

world, we consider them as "meta- verbs "; they can have as subjects only

conscious beings, since no other elements of the world can deal with con-

ceptualizations which are the."objects" of the SACTs. Thus SACTs do not

take any case at the "real-world" level, although it would be interesting to

consider whether there is an analogous scheme of "cases" at the "meta-level,"

1. We will assume that a sentence in its most general form has a struc-

like that of Fillmore's "Modal-Auxiliary-Proposition" [3]. That is, any

proposition may be prefaced by some condition on its truth. This pre-

face, however, never involves what we would consider a verb except for

the "act" of existence, and is irrelevant to the present discussion. The

only point of interest we shall make is that such modals or negations (and

perhaps sentence connectives) can be considered as "operators", rather

than as the "relations" which are our chief concern here.
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In considering SACTs, we are faced with the problem of explaining

such sentences as '1 know him', where there does seem to be a concrete

objective case associated with 'know', and 'I think with my brain', where

there seems to be a concrete instrumental case. Thee apparent deviations

are reflections of the fact that human beings (as "subjects" or "object 11

and the acts they are capable of performing have both a physical and a

mental (concrete and abstract) component. Speakers of English often use

the same word for both of these senses. In the case of 'think' as men-

tioned above, this usage does not seem to be conceptually justified. That

is, when ones says 'I think that ...', he,usually means not that he is

presently engaged in the process of thinking, but rather that he holds a

certain opinion. Thus we will accept two senses of 'think', only one of

which (the latter) is an SACT.

The verb 'know' on the other hand, seems to be a purely abstract

phenomenon rather than an activity in any sense (one says 'I am thinking'

but not 'I am knowing'). Thus there are no grounds for distinguishing two

senses of 'know' on this basis. We might ask, then, whether the statement

know that he rides a pogostick' really implies a different categori-

zation for the word 'know' than does the statement 'I know him'. The first

point to be made is that 'know' as a purely abstract verb can relate only

abstract components of its subject and object. We could not, for instance,

meaningfully say 'I know the wastebasket'. When we say 'I know him',

'him' is a kind of "abbreviation" for 'his behavior', 'the way that he

is', or 'that he is x,y,z ...I.

Similarly, 'I understand him' means 'I understand why he is x,y,z

and 'I know physics' means 'I know that force is dependent upon mass and



acceleration' etc. A sentence such as 'I know that he rides a pogostick'

then appears as a specific instance of the sentence 'I know him'. When we

"abbreviate" the former sentence by saying 'I know that fact', the simi-

larity becomes more noticeable. The progression 'I know him' - 'what do

you know about him?' - 'I know that he rides a pogostick' also supports

the notion that the same "sense" of 'know' is being used in each case.

This sequence also incidentally tells us that the construction 'about x'

has nothing to do with case as discussed here, but rather is an abbrevia-

tion or a "slot" which can be filled in by a fact or situation in which

'x' occurs.)

Having concluded that the conceptual object of a 'erb such as 'know'

must be abstract, we are nevertheless faced with the "inconvenient" reality

that when an animate being is relating to some sort of information (as

opposed to asserting it), the superficial object of the conceptualization

involved is often the PP, human or abstract, which seems to be respective-

ti

ly either the focus of or the name given to the object conceptualization.

We therefore assigt, ACT 'know' as used in 'I know him' to a new cate-

gory, which is considered to operate on the relational level and includes

nil verbs which exibit a certain relation to an object fitting the above

description. ACTs of this category are typified by attitudes toward or re-

actions to a conceptualization (conversely, the effect. of a conceptualiza-

tion on an animate being). We could also view some of these ACTs as a (unary)

adoption of a certain state of an animate being as a result of a conceptu-

alization, rather than as a (binary) relation between the animate being

and the conceptualization. (The change-of-state aspect is discussed in

some detail in section 8.5.1 and will not be emphasized in this chapter.)
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These ACTs of (usually emotional) effect we call EACTs.

EACTs differ somewhat according to the type of conceptualization

related to and the circumstances of its occurrence. An example in which

an attitude (i.e. a continued reaction) toward some activity is expressed

would be 'I enjoy cooking', where the actor 'I' of the object conceptuali-

zation must be filled in. In other cases, other components of the object

conceptualization must be supplied, as in 'I enjoy (I watch) movies'

(see section 8.2 on "associations"). In both of these examples, the

activity has a certain effect on 'I'.

It is, however, not always obvious whether it is the character of

the activity or its existence which affects the subject in such a sentence.

For instance, consider 'John's love for Mary disturbed her parents'. This

is either equivalent to a) 'the fact that John loved Mary disturbed her

parents' or e.g. b) 'That John's love for Mary was insincere disturbed

her parents'. We would like to assign similar conceptual structures to

these two sentences with a variable component to account for each of the

meanings. At this point we consider the conceptual meaning of the word

''fact'. We have said that every proposition is at least implicitly pre-

faced by an indication as to its truth value. When we deal with propo-

sitions in our speech in general, we are dealing with possibilities

e.g. 'That all dogs dislike water is true, doubtful, etc.'). The word

'fact' is equivalent to the assumption that the subsequent' proposition

is true. (Thus we might think of a conceptualization as an assumed pro-

position.) In sentence (b) above, it is assumed that Johu loves Mary;

'being disturbed' refers to the insincerity of this relation between him

and Mary. Thus that to which Mary's parents are relating is represented as:
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John

440 insincere
love

Mary

For the first half of sentence (a) we have, correspondingly,

John be

love

Mary

(The proposition 'that John might love Mary (disturbed her parents)'

would be represented as

John possibly be

110
love

Mary

This consideration of propositions also enters into another problem,

namely, that the verb 'fear', which as an emotion seems to be an EACT, is

also used to express propositions and thus shares a property of the SACTs.

We have, for example,

a) 'I fear mountain-climbing' and
b) 'I fear getting caught in a blizzard'

In (a), 'fear' is an EACT in the sense that 'enjoy' is an EACT. In (b),

'fear' performs the same function in one interpretation of the sentence,

but in an alternate interpretation the object of 'fear' is 'that I will

get caught in a blizzard'. In other words, the object is only a possi-

bility which the verb 'fear' must postulate as a "future fact", i.e.

predict, if it is also to express misgivings with respect to the situation.

We have been discussing with reference to EACTs mainly "attitudes",

i.e. "habitual reactions". A different meaning is produced when _he same



EACT is used to describe a reaction to a specific event. The following

examples respectively illustrate these two meanings:

a) 'Maids knocking disturbed him before he got used to it'
b) 'The maids knocking disturbed him before he was ready to get up'

Since this difference is only a matter of tense (here applied to a caqse-

effect situation), it does not complicate the notion of an EACT in any

way.

EACTs may be considered to be verbs which describe "static" abstract

relations between an animate being and some at least partly abstract

object. The remaining abstract verbs describe "dynamic" relations; i.e.

they involve the babic concept of transfer. Such acts fall into cate-

gorles reflecting two attributes characteristic of human beings.

The first such category we call "communication acts" or CACTs.

These acts bear some resemblance to SACTs in that they take assertions

or facts as "objects"; they differ from these however, in that a CACT is

an (essentially hUman) activity itself rather than just a context for an

idea. The abstract object of this activity (often "named" or "abbreviated"

as 'idea', 'word', 'thought', etc.) is transferred to another (perceiving)

animate being, which is thus in the "recipient" case. As a partly physi-

cal activity, a CACT can be expected td take instrumental case (the

object here being restricted to instruments of communication). Thus we

have, for example, a) 'He announced his ideas to the group with (through)

a microphone'. The sense of 'think' which was rejected as an SACT above

is included in this category. It represents communication with oneself.

It is interesting to note that the sentence 'I read this book to

you' is analogous to 'I spoke these words to you' and is thus both an

"abstract" and a "concrete" sentence. Our minds do not confuoe these two



components within the sentence; the sentence evokes an image either of

eyes scanning the printed page at the physical level or of the consciousness

absorbing the material the author wishes to convey at the mental level.

Thus the implications of the sentence 'She reads with glasses' do not

prompt us to ask what 'she' derives from reading intellectually, but rather

whether she has poor eyesight (a physical attribute).

Communication, however, is a two-way process; we must therefore in-

clude in this category as a separate group acts of perception, sich as

'hear'. Such acts will take the same objects as the expressive-type

CACTs mentioned above, as well as instrumental case. However, since per-

ception corresponds to the "receiving" aspect of communication, we can

expect that 'from' rather than 'to' will be the preposition relating to

the other person. We thus have, as an analogy to a) above, the sentence

WI 'He heard those words from him with his hearing aid' (where 'words' is

an "abbreviation" for 'that which he said').

The second, somewhat analogous category of transfer-verbs involves

transfer of possession. ACTs of this category are called TACTs and,

again, generally involve a human actor, take instrumental case and ex-

hibtt the 'to'-'from' relationship to an animate recipient of the object.

It is chiefly in the nature of this object that TACTs differ from CACTs;

thy: object is concrete r'a:t"R"61-' than abstract. The following matrix sum-

marizes the case possibilities for representatives of verbs of both

categories:

"active"

It assive"

COMMUNICATION TRANSFER DONOR-RECIPIENT CASE

give (to) animate

hear receive (from) animate

speak

Objective case

Instrumental case

conceptualization PP

PP PP
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The second major group of "relational acts" involve physical inter-

action. Corresponding to EACTs in the abstract group, we have PACTs,

which consist of physical actiLa of an animate actor upon a concrete ob-

ject, excluding transferral of that object. A voluntary physical action

involves (explicitly or implicitly) some means to accomplish the action,

i.e. takes instrumental case. Verbs of physical contact generally fall

into this category:

a) He hit the boy with a rock
b) He hit the boy (with his hand)

The second group of concrete ACTs, corresponding to the abstract,

transfer ACTs, includes those ACTs which involve simple physical transfer

of an object. These ACTs take the directive case rather than the re-

cipient case, since location rather than possession is relevant here.

There remains nonetheless a similarity between the two cases; the re-

cipient case is a kind of abstract directive case. Thus the recipient

case is realized with the words 'to' and 'from', whereas the directive

case includes these words plus a part of the object. (We note that a

phrase such as 'to the north' is really an adverbial expression specifying

geographical, direction and has little to do with case.) The two cate-

gories of this group are illustrated by the following:

a) He walked into the barn-. He walked to the inside of the barn
b) She placed the wineglass on the car -4 She moved the wineglass

to the top of the car.

Here 'place' is an example of a DACT, and 'walk' of an RACT. They are

conceptually similar, the only difference being that an RACT is reflexive;

i,e. the object of the action is oneself ('He moved himself into the barn').

Examples (a) and (b), however, do not account for ACTs used with prepo-

sitions such as 'over', across' and 'near', where no physical part of
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the destination object is identified in the sentence. However, if we

include the vicinity of an object as one of its properties and include

as relevant to direction not only _he goal of the transferred object but

also its location in transit, there is no problem. Thus,

c) 'He threw the ball over the fence' becomes 'He threw the ball to
the opposite side of the fence via (a point) above the fence';

d) 'He drove from one side of the country to the other side of the
country via the surface of the country';

e) 'He threw the frisbee near the fence' becomes 'He threw the fris-
bee to the vicinity of the fence'.

For more extensive discussion on prepositional dependencies see section

Several points can be made regarding these examples. First, as with

the recipient case, there is both an initial point and a destination

point for the object involved. In the case of (c) and (e), there is an

implicit 'from the point (location) of himself'. Second, if we distin-

guish transit location from goal location, we have some idea of how many

or what kind of directive case(s) to expect for an ACT. We would not ex-

pect an ACT to have more than one goal and normally not more than one

transit location. For instance we might expect 'He threw the coffeepot

over the fence into the flowerbed' but not 'He threw the pot over the

fence into the flowerbed near the chickencoop' where 'near the chicken-

EaRaLls17LE2.121thepot rather than the location of the flowerbed.

We would also not usually expect 'He threw the pot over the fence

over the dog's head into the flowerbed', and certainly not 'He threw the

pot over the fence under (through, across) the fence into the flowerbed'.

This idea seems to hold also for locations: 'He went to N. Y. via Chicago
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via New Orleans' sounds strange and would be taken to be equivalent to

'He went to N.Y. via. Chicago and New Orleans', in which Chicago and New

Orleans would either seem to specify parts of the same route, or would

suggest that two separate trips were made. We note that with respect to

the analogy between the dative-recipient and directive cases, both have

a static, non-transfer form which seems to be universal, i.e. 'x is with

or belongs to y '''y has x') and 'x is at y' respectively. (Such a

treatment of the verb 'to have' is given by Fillmore [3].)

There remains with respect to verb calssification one more identi-

fiable major group. These correspond to a certain group of the "intran-

sitive" verbs; they specify the state of an object rather than evoke any

image of true action, whether physical or mental. Such verbs, then, take

no case (with one possible exception to be examined later), as they des-

cribe an object in terms of its own properties rather than of its re-

lation to any other object. In general, these verbs define a) the

existence or non-existence of an object ('be', 'remain'), b) a change of

one of these states into another ('die', 'appear') or c) an increase or

,decrease of some characteristic of the object in its state of existence

"grow', 'fall'). We note that "state" may be a state of motion, in

which case the state is both a state of transition and a transition from

one state to another.

The resemblance of apparently different types within this class of

verbs is noticeable in the following pattern:

state
x
-4 transition -4

xy
state transition -4

Yz
state

a) not be start to be be cease to be not be

b) not live be born live die not live

c) high start falling be falling cease falling low
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Here 'falling' represents a change from stationary state
x

to

stationary statez (change of location), but a more immediate change of

state is represented by the change from stationary state to motion

state (change of motion).

Since "motion" is one of the possible states of an object, we re-

cognize that a directive case is possible (e.g. 'The tree fell onto the

tent'). Such motion-state verbs we call MACTs; the remaining verbs of

this class, which take no case, we call IACTs.

We might point out here the difference between 'fall', an MACT, and

'walk' an RACT. By walking, an actor is causing himself to change

state by means of a voluntary physical process (picking up his feet, etc).

He may require an external instrument, such as a crutch. Falling in-

volves no such conscious activity.

We have somewhat facilitated our treatment of motion-states by

considering a "negative-type" verb such as 'fall' as representative.

The word 'rise' presents a more interesting problem. Consider the sen-

tences:

a) The moon rises
b) The man rose with a crutch
c) Hubert rose with the balloon

The sense of 'rise' in (a) is a motion-state (MACT), that in (b) is a

physical activity (RACT), but that in (c) is not as obviously either of

these to the exclusion of the other. The confusion occurs because humans

usuaklz engage in some sort of conscious physical activity when changing

state, as in the case of 'walk', so that one tends to expect that any

"positive- type" change of state by a human would involve such activity.

In sentence c) this is not case; conceptually we have nothing more than
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a motion-state. The balloon plays an accompanying rather than an in-

strumental role as far as the verb is concerned (although this example

certainly points out the strong association between the notions "ac-

companiment" and "instrument"). Whether or not Hubert intended to use the

balloon or whether the balloon in some way "caused" Hubert to rise is

a question not directly relevant to the conceptual structure underlying

the sentence.

The ACTs we have discussed are classifiaole as to case because they

are in a sense "elementary"; the case dependencies associated with them

reflect relations that are rather easily conceived of. The categorization

scheme presented is of course not considered to be conclusive; it is

rather an indication of what are thought to be valid lines along which

some sort of conceptual categorization might occur. One of the problems

which invites further thought lies with the criteria for ACTs which re-

late to conceptualizations. That is, perhaps the analogy to ACTs involv-

ing objects should be realized, so that, for example, the present SACT

would be considered a "static" version of the present CACT, which in-

volves transfer. Thus we would consider both of these categories to be

grouped together with a possible recipient at the meta-level and find

some other way of designating those ACTs involving expression and per-

ception as mediums for asserting and accepting facts. For example, the

true perceptive ACT 'hear' would have as its objects sounds such as

"water dripping" rather than the fact 'that water was dripping'.

Closer attention to analogies between the physical and abstract

levels, (or perhaps even according to several "frameworks" as suggested

by Tesler in section 9) might also be fruitful. For example, the present
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PACT category, which includes the ACTs 'hit' and 'touch', represents only

those non-directive physical relations in which one PP is acting upon

another, and thus does not correspond to the present EACT category (which

is dominated by ACTs which seem to be relations rather than acts) to any

satisfying degree. It seems that we need, first, a static category on the

physical level including the verbs 'inhabit', 'be touching', 'surround'

('The garden surrounded the house'), etc., which would correspond to EACTs

such as 'love'. We then would need a change-of-relation category on the

abstract level including verbs of the type 'fall in love with', which

would correspond to the PACT category, containing 'enter', 'touch', 'sur-

round' ('The enemy surrounded the fort in five minutes'), etc.

A final word relates to verbs which do not seem to fit neatly into

any of the categories suggested. These are mainly verbs such as 'organize',

'study', and 'demonstrate (against)', and other "complex" verbs having

conceptual or semantic components which are not immediately obvious. Many

of them are probably culture-dependent; that is, a verb consisting of an

(arbitrary) arrangement of components at various (perhaps arbitrary)

levels of abstraction should not be expected to have a direct counterpart

in another culture. Such verbs will probably prove to be the most in-

teresting with respect to correspondence of their components to the sug-

gested categorization or motivation for its revision.



7. The Parser

1.41_Introduction

The case system presented here provides the opportunity to build

Spinoza II. In developing the work under discussion we have spoken in

ambiguous terms about both the theory and the parser. That is, while

Conceptual Dependency is a theory of language in its own right, to some

extent the validity of a theory depends upon its usefulness. Here its

usefulness lies in the fact that it is also a theory of computational

linguistics. Thus it explains how one might expect to be able to use

natural language in a computer program, given that all possible good things

were to come to pass. But machines are not infinitely large in actuality.

Furthermore, while the demand for an effective natural language 'under-

stander' is great, it is possible to pacify the demanders while still

being true to our theoretical goals. We therefore have undertaken the

building of a parser which is capable of doing a part of the overall task.

This part however is a very important part and an easy one to do. Fur-

thermore this parser is practical and useable by programs that need to

interact with humans. But perhaps the largest consideration in the build-

ing of this parser is the realization that much of the work that it is

necessary to do in order to build it, is precisely the same work as needs

to be done in beginning to build any future version of the parser.

The central part of the parser isthe dictionary of verbs. In the

verb dictionary we can expect to find the two types of information that

were mentioned earlier. The linguistic experience information points

out the expected syntactic patterns that have been known to accompany

this verb. And, the conceptual information explains what kinds of things
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we can expect to be in relation to the conceptually-realized verb.

Thus, the task of the parser is mainly to discover the verb, and

then to find the infurmation that is expected syntactically and conceptual-

ly based upon the syntactic and conceptual categories associated with that

verb. Furthermore, the parser must choose between senses of the verb

based upon the available semantic information. But the primary task re-

mains finding the verb. In order to do this we make use of inflection

and agreement information about English. This process has its parallel

on the conceptual level in the heuristics that the parser employs based

on certain conceptual information. Thus, we can view the parser as em-

ploying two basic operations on two different levels of analysis. On

the sentential level we use agreement information to get us looking in

the right places and syntactic information about the verb to permit ut

to make certain educated guesses about what we are likely to find and

where we will find it. The third part of the prucass on this level in-

volves what are often called selectional restrictions. This 'semantic'

type information will further confirm our syntactic expectation in terms

of actual meaning.

It is very satisfying to note that these three basic operations have

their realizates on the conceptual level. (Of course, since Conceptual

Dependency is a stratified linguistic system we might have expected that

this would happen, but since we were really not trying to make it so, it

is nice that'it worked out anyway.) The conceptual category information

will point out which cases are expected to be utilized, and will allow

us to know what we are looking for. The possible combinations of con-

ceptual categories haw: their selectional restrictions also. This is



'semantic' -type informatiou at the conceptual level and delimits the

conceptual possibilities of combinations in accord with experience. The

analog of agreement rules are the heuristics. That is, we have a set of

rules at the conceptual level that iaxplain what we should do at certain

points in the parse, given a certain set of circumstances. These rul a

are partially dependent on the langttage concerned, and thus are the in-

terface between the two levels. Similarly, the agreement rules of the

sentential level are at the lowest level of the analysis. (This means

that in generation, they are the last ones applied.)

Thus, the parsing process consists of searching for a certain ele-

ment, at both levels (the verb sententially, and the PP a ACT conceptually

given that these exist); then taking the information provided as to what

we will now expect to find and searching for that.

7.2. The Verb-ACT dictionar

The primary element in the Parser is the verb-ACT dictionary. The

information in this dictionary consists of the following parts:

a) verb category - we recognize the following syntactic categories

'of verbs:

vi - intransitive verb: The parser expects to find no senten-

tial object for this verb. Examples - sleep, die

vt - transitive verb: The parser expects a direct object.

Examples - hit, like, want

vio - indirect object verb: 'The parser expects no direct ob-

ject but a possible indirect object. Example - go

vp - pseudo-state verb: The parser expects a direct object

which it will then treat conceptually as the actor (y) in

the construction:

x a do

y 44, ACT

where x is the sentential subject and

y is the sentential object. Examples -

break, grow, open
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vx - double object verb: The parser expects to find two objects
that have no preposition in front of them in which case the
first object is conceptually the recipient and the second
is conceptually the object. Alternatively, these objects
could be in reverse order with a 'to' separating them.
Examples - give, buy, call

vy - double subject verb: The parser expects to find either
two subjects and no sentential direct object, or on ordina-
ry transitive relationship with a verb which may end in
'with', where the conceptual realizate is actually two
conceptualizations each with opposite ACTOR-OBJECT order.
Examples - fight, communicate, sleep with

vs - state verb: The parser expects to see a 'that' following
the verb or else a noun verb combination as object (pos-
sibly separated by a 'to') . Examples - thin,., see, allow

Thus, the syntactic category takes care of a good deal of the par-

sing procedure, The conceptual parse is partially completed based on the

syntactic verb category. In the cases of vi, vt and vio, the conceptual

realizates are straightforward by definition, for example, the sentential

subject and object of a vt are often the conceptual ACTOR and OBJECT when

the ACT is a direct realizate of the verb.

Clearly, most English verbs have many possible syntactic categories

in the sense just defined. Even the examples given are only true for one

sense of that verb. The next major problem is choosing between these pos-

sible senses. This is done by the use of semantic information for this

level.

b) syntactic selectional restrictions - Often we are given many

alternative syntactic categories for a verb and we are faced with the

problem of selecting between them. Also it is common for one syntactic

category of the verb to have many different meanings. The selectional

information, or 'sentential semantics' is used to make the choice. Thus

in the dictionary for 'expect' we find:
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expect

vs Expect 1

vt x > expect 1.

y 4# go

here

subj(x) obj(y)

human

human vehicle
human

vt x #, expect 1 human
x

phys.obj.

t R 1--)
one 4#. trans., «- y er-

4 t, , ,,,, one

vt x 4# expect 1 human any

ca

We choose the sense of the verb based on the surrounding syntactic cate-

gories first, and then on the surrounding semantic categories. So if

'that' follows 'expect' or if 'N to V' or 'to/V' follows 'expect' we re-

cognize that it is the vs instance and proceed from there to the ACT de-

finition for 'expect 1'. However, if a noun or noun phrase follows 'expect'

we must choose between the possible vt's. This is done on the basis of

the lowest leveled category (in the semantic tree, see [6] ) that

applies. Thus, if the noun following 'expect' is John, the first vt ap-

plies (i.e. 'I expect that John will come here', is the underlying con-

ceptualization in 'I expect John'). If an abstract noun appears, it is

of the class 'any' and will be rewritten as a conceptualization dependent

on 'expect' (e.g. 'I expect an accident' is 'I expect that something will

occur accidentally'.)

In all these cases the conceptual 'expect' that applies is 'expect 1'

which we define elsewhere as an SACT that takes 'human' actors.

(It is worth mentioning here that this parser is intended to be

practicel and practicable. Therefore, whereas exceptions to each rule
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that we have just proposed do exist, their frequency of occurence does

not warrant complicating mechanisms that will work as is most of the time.)

c) conceptual category - We have already dealt with the possible ACT

categories. One of these categories is assigned to the unique sense of

the ACT in question. There is not a one-to-one correspondence between

verbs and ACT's. That is, there are many more verbs than ACT's in the

system. For example, most of the verbs that are realizates of TACT's are

realization of 'trans
1

' and some defined set of circumstances in the con-

comitant cases. This is true of most motion verbs (DACT's) which are de-

rivable from 'go 1'. The verb 'come' for example looks as follows:

come
here

vio x a go

vio one 44, trans
1

subj (x)

human

phys.obj.

d) conceptual level semantics - The conceptual semantics have been

dealt with extensively elsewhere [7] and need not be reviewed here. In

the actual implementation of this semantics we utilize the usualness of

various items in the cases assigned to each ACT. Thus there is an in-

strumental semantics which would use 'weapon' for 'hit'.

The separation of the semantics into two levels is significant for

a number of reasons. Consider the sentence 'I killed the trees that I

grew with fertilizer'. The correct parse of this sentence is:

a do

trees a die
d o Sr

T

I grow

fertilizer

The placement of the semantic restrictions on both levels enables us to
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correctly parse this sentence. The conceptual semantics are of no help

in determining where the instrument is to be a4:tached since the right

answer is the second 'do' and 'do' is just a dummy action. This dummy

action could take any instrument and its semantics, are not helpful.

However, the verb 'grow' can take an instrument of which 'fertilizer' is

certainly one. In fact, it is precisely the construction ferti-

lize' that can be realized as 'grow' in English. However the ACT 'grow'

is an IACT which takes no instrument as it is the vp character of grow

and the acceptable instrtmental semantics of the verb that allows us to

know that this is the instrument conceptually of the 'do' associated with

the conceptual 'grow'.

7l3t22fIaLLE2112111°za 1.2

To expedite implementation of an intermediate version of the parser,

it was created as a major revision of Spinoza I instead of as an entirely

new program. As a result, it preserves many of the idiosyncrosies of

the earlier program. The main change is the use of the verb file instead

of realization rules to discover main-line constituents.

The parser scans the input stream from left-to-right, backing up

only rarely when it finds itself misled by ambiguity. When a word is

read, the following conditions are tested:

(1) Does it form an idiom with the next word?

(2) Will it serve as a main-line constituent for a partial
conceptualization that is waiting for completion?

(3) Together with the immediately preceding words in the "hooks"
list of live words (words that either need a governor or can
still govern more words), does it match a realization rule?

Presently, there are 21 realization rules, accounting for most of the

categorical syntax of English; the syntax of connectives like prepositions,
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relative pronouns, and conjunctions is s.)ecified in the lexicon. Twelve

of these rules specify categories of modifying words that lexically pre-

cede their syntactic governors:

adverb-verb negative-auxiliary quantifier-noun

adverb-adjective negative-noun/verb/adjective number-noun

adjective-adjective auxiliary-auxiliary noun-noun

adjective-noun auxiliary-verb determiner-noun

Two rules specify categories of modifying words that can lexically follow

their syntactic governors:

verb-adverb

noun-"right" adjectives/participles

The last seven rules list some realizations of the main-line of a concep-

tualization, may specify which concept governs the auxiliary, and must

specify the permutation of the constituents to put them in declarative

order for indexing into the verb file. Each rule has two parts: recog-

nizer and chart. In the chart, a "2" means the second item in the re-

cognizer; "Gov x y" means that item x governs item y; "Svo x y z" means

the declarative order of the clause is x followed by y followed by z.

"0" means a constituent not found in the recognizer,

recognizer

(noun or pronoun) (verb)

chart

Svo 12

FOR
1

(noun or pronoun) TO
1

(verb) Svo 2 4

TO
1

(verb) Svo 0 2

(common noun) (noun or pronoun) (verb) Svo 2 3 1

(noun or pronoun) (passive verb) Svo 0 2 1

(begin sentence) (verb) Svo YOU
1
2 [Imperative]

(auxiliary) (noun or pronoun) (noun Gov 3 1 Svo 2 3

or pronoun, verb or adjective) [Interrogative]
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recognizer chart

(noun or pronoun) (auxiliary) (noun,
pronoun or adjective)

Gov 3 2 Svo 13

The parser discovers vertical dependency links from the first four-

teen rules, and sets up conceptualizations (most involving the verb file)

from the last seven.

Clearly, the drastic reduction in the amount of realization rules is

extremely satisfying. Continuing revisions of the program will rely on

organization of the information such that the actual parsing process is

more in line with a hearer's intuition.



8. Etcetera

In attempting to write a theory and a program to deal win all of

natural language, it is frequently necessary to ignore a great many

aspects of the problem in order to effectively deal with what are con-

sidered to be more important aspects. In this section, we will briefly

mention some problems that we have been ignoring and some tentative so-

lutions that we have proposed.

8.1. Attribute Statements and Tense Modifications

We now defferentiate between conceptualizations and attribute state-

m.,nts, denoting the former by and the latter bydp. In addition, 4:14

takes three forms, two for PP PA and one for PP1MIPP. We denote the

sensing part of the attribute statement with 's' written over the link.

This is used in statements such as 'I am hot'. For 'I am tall' we use a

'b' to denote the 'being' aspect. PPOPP can be read as 'the former is

an instance of the latter'.

Thus, we are proposing that all statements can be described in terms

of either feeling, being, or doing. This conception has its philo-

sophical overtones. It is of course, not too surprising to discover

that this work might have ramifications in other fields.

All of these links can be modified by a 't' denoting a transition.

Thus, 't' is the conceptual realizate of 'become' or 'grow'. We denote

the conceptual 'begin' and 'end' by subscripting the 't' with 't
s

' and

't
f

' respectively. In addition, we recognize a continuant tense for

continuing action (often realized as '-ing' in English) and denote it by

'k'. We also denote a 'tenseless' statement (a 'truth') by a A. Absence

of a time marker denotes present tense.
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SO:

Using these modifications on tenses we graph the follow l g sentences

'I am taking pills'

I a ingest 4- pills

'1 have been taking pills'

pk
I a ingest 4-- pills

'I started taking pills'

t p

I
s
a ingest 4-- pills

'I will start taking pills'

I a
t
s
f

ingest 4- pills

'I will be continuing to try to stop taking pills'

I of try

I a ingest 4-* pills

t
f
f

'I grew to be tall'

pt
fIa tall

'I am becoming happy'

kt
I a happy

Similarly, we account for the following auxiliaries by the following

tense combination.
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he has written t
f

he had written

ne snail write

he can write

he could write

he should write

12 must write

t
f
p

f

A
he a wrote

cp
he a write

he a ought one a went

he a write he a write

he a have one a require

he a write he a write

he is writing k pr (pr denotes present tense)

he did write p

heiglqwrite c
J

he should have
written p (on second link)

?

he should be writing k ( on second link)

may

can

8.2. Associations

Another item of research that needs to be done in order to create

an effective conceptual parser is in the realm of some type of associa-

tive storage of concepts. For example, the construction 'I like PP'

should be parsed as

(1) I a like

t

I a ACT PP

where the ACT would come from an association with the given PP. This

might be 'look at' for 'pictures'; 'read' for 'books"; 'eat' for any type
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of food; or ambiguously 'play' anl/or 'watch' for 'baseball'. Similarly

in 'I fear bears' a correct parse might be

(2) I a fear

bears a harm I

In (1) and (2) we know that 'like' and 'fear' are ACT's chat require

an entire conceptualization as an object. Therefore it is clear that an

ACT is missing and must be discovered. An associative file that is capable

of relating the 2 PP's that we know to be the actor and object of this

conceptualization would have to be called into use in order to provide the

most likely ACT for the appropriate slot. Thus we could say that 'humans'

and 'books' are most likely related by 'read' and that only 'human' could

be the actor. But in (2) 'bears' would be the actor. The conceptual

semantics for delimiting possible actor-action combinations, coupled with

the associative file, would help determine this. Tnat is, the ACT's would

also need to be associatively related such that 'fear' would relate to

'harm' and then 'harm' could relate to 'bears' as an actor. This associa-

tive store would also be employed in the disambiguation of certain other

types of construction. For example, in 'I saw birds flying to the con-

vention', a parser that makes use of only cnp conceptual sense of 'fly'

would be likely to have the 'birds' do the 'flying' here. But it is the

lack of association between 'animal' and 'human institution' that would

question this decision. The more likely association between 'human' and

'human institution' would take precedence.

We expect that it may be feasible to eliminate a great deal of the

information that would need to be present in the linguistic experience by

use of the associative store. This will be made possible by the
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considerations derived from the ACT categorizations. As we have seen in

section 6, the various ACT's fall into a number of groups which is far

less than their possible combinations. These groups are based on the

possible conceptual cases that an ACT can take. It has turned out that

there are groups of ACT's that take certain combinations of cases. For

example, any ACT that takes a recipient case can also potentially have an

instrumental. Furthermore, this instrumental is often defined by the ACT

itself e.g. 'send' is a 'transfer-type' ACT with 'mail' or 'messenger' as

its instrument.

Since these ACT categories do not appear to be too numerous they are

very useful in directing the parser as to its expectation Therefore

if we find an apparent contradiction between linguistic input and the

conceptual schema, we can rely on the conceptual schema to point out the

correct parse. An associative store could thus provide a needed con-

nection between 'fly' and 'planes' given that 'planes' was present in the

input and that the semantics had made obvious an inconsistency between

the input and the underlying representation. An analysis of this kind

is dependent on the notion that we know how each PP and ACT will relate

in a conceptualization. Thus in the sentence 'Nixon frightens me', the

correct analysis would be built as follows:

when 'frighten' is encountered it is rewritten as 'animal a fear'

by the verb-ACT dictionary. Since 'fears' is an SACT we are now looking

for two things, the first is the 'animal' in the first conceptualization,

and the second is the conceptualization that is dependent on 'fear'. The

first problem is accounted for by the syntactic criteria associated with

'frighten' that are found in the verb-ACT dictionary. This leaves only



one other item in the sentence that is unused, namely 'Nixon'. Therefore

'Nixon' is the action of the dependent conceptualization. The ACT is

unknown so we use a 'do'. We now have

I a fear

Nixon a do

But this is certainly incomplete since the association from 'fear' to

'harm' allows us to uncover the essence of this conceptualization. That

is, there is a causal dependent with the ACT as 'harm' and the object as

'I'. We now have:

I a fear

Nixon a do

fh"
something a harm 4-, I

p

Suppose that this sentence were 'I am afraid that Nixon will raise the

draft call'. We would have

I a fear

Nixon 0 do

army a draft 4.- men (the 'more' is a shorthand for another
comparative conceptualization)

more

something a harm 4-- me

Now we can make some guesses as to what the something is in the last

conceptualization. These guesses might be made in an interviewing

situation based on the interviewer's knowledge of the subject. If we

know, for example, that the subject is 19 years old and draftable, then

the last conceptualization might be:

army
4a harm 4-I

draft

I
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Or, if the subject is a mother perhaps we might guess that the con-

ceptualizatiqn is:

army
4.> harm

draft

of
son 4: I

Or, if the subject is an anti-war type we might have:

U:S.
It a harm
war against

someone

The point here is merely that in an interviewing program we are constantly

concerned with what it is that we do not know but can ask about.. Clearly,

if we have a blank 'do' in our analysis, we can ask a question such as,

'what are you afraid that Nixon will do?'. It seems that the associa-

tions of which we have been talking are a definite part of the language

understanding process, and to not deal with them in a conceptual de-

pendency analysis would clearly be a mistake.

8.3. Have

We have had some problem in trying t) account for the English verb

'have' or the notion of possess4,)n in our schema. It has become clear

that this is the case because of the compleXity of the notion of pos-

session. Consider however, the sentence 'John gave Fred a book'. This

is analyzed as:

John 4a. trans book
Fred

John

Clearly, 'Fred' now has the book. Thus, we can define 'have' as being

the relation between the receiver of the Recipient case and the item in
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the objective case. This leaves open the actor in that conceptualization.

We have come to think of the actor as being irrelevant, but often we do

remember how we came to 'have' a certain 'object'. (It should be clear

that this discussion relates only to alienable possession). Thus, 'I

have a car' might be:
car dealer

I a trans 4- money

car dealer trans 4- car
t
F car dealer

I

but we can content ourselves with not being too concerned with the

origin of the possession (or transfer of possession) and thus the actual

computer analysis is:

t I

someone 4#
F

trans 4-- car 424:
someone

Paraphrases of this are 'I've been given a car' and 'I've gotten car'

and 'I've got a car', the last of which is a common variant of 'I have

a car'.

8.4. Causation

It has come to our attention that the causal link (144) is s'Imilar

to the two-way dependency link in that it is capable of being modified.

Actually its modification is limited to other causal links and time mo-

dification. Consider the sentence:

'Smoking causes cancer'

It would be possible to cKagram this sentence without modifying the

causal link as follows:

one a smokes

cancer a diseases 4- one
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However, the sentence,

'Since smoking causes cancer, John stopped smoking'

is a comment on the causation. That is, it is the cause that has effected

the new conceptualization. Therefore we can diagram this as follows:

one cancer

smles disese

one
4.

f
Jobn a smoke

The time modification of the horizontal causal link would be 'tenseless'

(denoted in this case. That is, because Lhe first connection is al-

ways true, the second happened.

Another example of this is given in the sentence:

'He was surprised that what I did caused the flowers to grow'.

The diagram of this sentence must emphasize that 'he was surprised' be-

cause of the causation connection. Thus we have:

I p flowers

do grow

he a surprised

8.21!....§22LEErlatiiank

8.5.1. ZPA's

Consider the sentence 'The book lulled me to sleep'. In the frame-

work that we have been using, 'books' are not permitted to be actors in a

conceptualization that takes Objective case. From association criteria,

we would expect that a good analysis of this sentence would be:

I a read 4- book

I a sleep
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Now consider 'The book comforted me'. While it is easy to take 'comfort'

as an ACT in the underlying conceptualization, we aver that this actually is

not an ACT at all, but rather a special kind of PA. The first conceptu-

alization in the C-diagram must be the same as in the one above, and

thus to treat 'comfort' as an ACT would require an actor which is unknown.

Short of writing 'inner spirits' or the like for the actor we choose to

treat 'comfort' as what we will call a ZPA which can be the right half

of a (*link. But in this case it is a 'mental sensing' so we use an

7m1 on the two-way link. Thus we have:

I r4 read «- book

I 1:;comfortable
mstF

Similarly 'Racism disturbs me', would be diagrammed:

one 4r# racist

I Ah, disturbed
s t

F

A problem that occurs here is that these ZPA's still have to be written

in their past participle form since we have no other way of representing

them in English. In some instances this is not the case, for example:

'I enlarged the balloon'

I p do
11"'

balloon/big

Here we see that in terms of the relation between conceptual and syn-

tactic categories, the opposite of what has been happening with abstract

nouns and adjectives occurs. Previously, we had noted that the majority

of abstract nouns in English were ACT's conceptually. Now we notice that
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many verbs are really PA's conceptual ly (we treat ZPA as an instance of

PA).

As an example of the rewriting of abstracts and verbs that are ZPA's

consider the following sentence:

'A new love is consolation for a broken hearted man'

t

A
one # love +- man

man consoled
ms,

brokenheartead

.5.2. Relative Adjectives

Some adjectives are really only true with respect to some person.

'Advantageous' for example implies 'advantageous to someone'. Similarly,

'disturbing' must also be 'disturbing to someone'. Therefore the re-

writes of these adjectives must include a PP as an intrinsic part. Thus,

'Flying is advantageous' is graphed:

one # fly

one # advances

and 'Fighting is disturbing' is:

one

one
2

one # disturbed

It remains an open question at this point as to what the relation

between TACT's and ZPA's is. We are inclined to believe that they are

in fact the same and distinguished by their syntactic derivation.

Clearly though, they represent a middle ground between regular PA's and

regular ACT's.

fight
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New ApproachestoConseplualpeandency Analysis

by Larry Tesler

Conceptual dependency theory is continually amended to incorporate

new insights into language. Presently, there are several areas of se-

condary importance in which there is indecision about what stand the

theory should take. In this chapter will be presented possible changes

in notation and classification, and some ideas new to the theory.

zati Stations

We have so far distinguished conceptualizations with and without an

action. Those with an action may or may not take an object and possible

instrument and may or may not take recipients or directions. Those with-

out an action may have either a PP or a PA instead,

It may alternatively be considered that directions are the same as

recipients, differing only in the frame of reference (see 9.8, Frame-

works); directions are physical locations and recipients are social pos-

sessors. Furthermore, the instrumental case may be dispensable at the

conceptual level; an instrument is itself an actor made to act by another

actor. Finally, a conceptualization can be restricted to not have both

an object (patient) and recipients (or directions): the motion of an ob-

ject would be stated separately from the cause of its motion. (It is

unclear, according to Schank, whether the simplifications resulting from

an analysis of this kind, justify allowing inanimate objects to be actors

with actions of other than the class, of PACTs and IACTs.)

This position leads to an eight-way classification of conceptuali-

zations: attributive, classificational, behavioral, motive, operative,
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mutual, hypothetical, and causal.

In an attributive conceptualization (graphed PP*4PA) something is

observed to exist (be), to have certain attributes (tall), or be in a

certain motionless state (depressed, asleep).

In a classificational conceptualization (graphed PPOTP), something

is identified as being the same as something else or an instance of some

intensional class.

In a behavioral conceptualization (graphed PP a ACT) something is

observed to be behaving in a way which does not involve a change of state,

victim, goal, or direction, e.g. rotate, dance.
PP

In a motive conceptualization (graphed PP a ACT ), something
PP

is observed to be in motion, or in transit, from one station to another.

The apparent destination and apparent origin may be locations, possessors,

or conceptualizations expressing mental state. In any case, they are

called stations. The actor may move voluntarily or involuntarily; if it

is known to be voluntary, a "V" is written on the main link.

In an operative conceptualization (graphed PP a ACT <- PP), something

active does something to something passive. The actor may or may not act

voluntarily. The patient may be doing a lot, but is not performing the

specific action observed in the conceptualization.

In a mutual conceptualization (graphed
PP

P

interacting actively perform an action which could not be observed to be

ACT), two or more actors

performed just by observing one of them. The ACT's are "YACTs", e .g.

fight.

In a hypothetical conceptualization (graphed PP a ACT), where CP

CP



means "conceptualized picture II and can be any type of conceptualization,

same actor has an attitude towards an issue (hypothesis) stated in a se-

cond conceptualization. The attitude may be more or less voluntary and

more or less vocal (say,, claim, know, fear, hear).
CP

In a causal conceptualization (graphed10), the upper conceptuali-
CP

zation is regarded as making the lower conceptualization happen. The

causation may or may not be intentional; intent is indicated by r quali-

fier on the causal arrow (U = unintentional; unmarked = intentional).

These conceptualizations are sufficient to represent events which

would otherwise require an object anu a direction together or which would

require an instrument. The sentence, 'I push the car to Cleveland',

expresses two actions: 'I push the car' and 'The car goes to Cleveland'

and connects them causally "

I
V
a push 4.- car

-111. Cleveland
car a go

The sentence: 'I hit the boy with a stick' says that the stick, not

actually made contact with the boy, but that the stick did not do it

voluntarily, but because of something (what?) I did to it:

I <=
V

> ? 4- stick

1
stick a hit s- boy

note: "?" is the same as "do" in

section 8.

These two examples could be paraphrased: 'I push the car to make it go

to Cleveland' and 'What I did to the stick made it hit the boy'.

By not caring whether the actor acts voluntarily or not, we are

able to graph the motive act "come" with

PP
1
a go

here

PP
2
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whether PP
1
is a human ox a gift.

Breaking down an event into its component actions can easily be

carried too far. The event 'He drank some water' could be graphed as a

causal string of actions including nerve impulses, tongue, lip, and throat

motions, the motion of the water, etc. However, it is not necessary to

know what each of these things did during the event. The utterance dis-

cusses only."he" and "water", and no other objects are implied or needed.

Thus, 'I hit the boy' is graphed:

I
V
a hit 4.- boy

when no instrument is mentioned. It is by use of a rule about voluntary

operative conceptualizations that a question-answer system can ask whe-

ther the actor used any tools in the action.

Most transitive verbs do not correspond to ACTs in operative con-

ceptualizations. "Hit" is one of the few common ACTs that does. Simi-

larly, "go" is one of the few physical motive ACTs. The elementary

conceptualization:

I 44, hit object

object a gotf:'

is a basic heuristic used in dealing with the physical world. It involves

a force (hit), a mass (object), and an acceleration, (got-al), and thus

corresponds to the physical quantitative formula, F = ma. This is ir-

relevant but interesting.

This representation presently lacks indicators of linguistic focus

("conceptual subject") and theme.
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9,2. Vehicles

Like instruments, vehicles may not be objects of an ACT. The ve-

hicle in which motion is accomplished could be regarded as the location

of the conceptualization.

'We drove from Boston to Salem.'

car
Salem

We
V
a ride

Boston

note: I$S means "inside"

Since the geographic location of the actor changes in a motive conceptu-

alization, it can not be the conceptualization's location. Rather, the

vehicle, which is constant, is the location.

9.3. Time

In an attempt to reduce the number of "prepositional" links and to

aim for language-independence, the following arrows serve to indicate the

time of a conceptualization by connecting it to an absolute-time concept

or to another conceptualization:

49, before

5 until

0.after

V, since

4!)4 during

Simple tenses can use these links. with the "absolute" -time

'I broke the bat.'

now

a ?

ite

bat broken

concept now:

There is a similarity between time links and the causal link which has

not been explored extensively.
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9.4. Location

In an attempt to obtain a language-free analysis of spatial relations,

we have to be logical without departing from intuitive concepts. One

proposal we have developed does not stretch the intuition inordinately

(compared to, say, Cartesian coordinates). It is a topological scheme,

and is presented here.

Every object is presumed to have an inside and an outside, separated

by an edge. A location can be designated as being in the inside space

(T -S) or outside space (0-S) of an object, or more particularly as being

on 1.-'te inside edge (I-E) or outside edge (0-E) of an object. These re-

lations are represented by the arrows ITS, OtS, ItE, and OtE, in which

the governor is a mainlink or a concept like place, and the dependent is

an object (or some portion of an object which can be viewed as an object).

w
Y z

ITS OtS ItE OtE

0 0 0 0

A portion of ari object is specified by using a localizing. link,

written /% . The portion-name is written below, and the object-name

above. Thus "table top" is represented by:

table

EN
top

We use "top" as a topological concept such that its outside is "above"

it and its inside is "below" it. "Bottom", "left", "right", "front", and

"back" are used in analogous ways. Thus, "above the table" and "on top

of the table" are represented by:

OtS OtE

table table
/1

top top
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To represent "near" and "far", we define a portion-name "nearspace"

such that

object

nearspace

is a volume containing all points and only points that would be said to

be "near" the object. Thus, 'near the boat' and 'far from the boat' are

represented by:

ITS OtS

boat boat

e, eN
nearspace nearspace

To represent "between" and "among", we define a portion-name "be-

tweenspace" including points that are in the space enclosed by several

objects, and a portion-name "amongspace" including points that are in the

space dominated by several objects. Thus, 'between the table and the

wall' and 'among the trees' are reprsented by:

ITS ITS

table :wall tree

indee9
betweenspace amongspace

note: "indef" means "an
indefinite number"

To represent "along" and "around", we observe that "along" means

"near the outside" of an elongated object, and "around" means "near the

outside" of a convex object. Thus, 'along the river' and 'around the

table' are graphed:

ItE ItE

river table

nearspace nearspace
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9.5. Modifiers

Instead of "simple" (t) and "prepositional" (11) below-the-line de-

pendency, we could relegate many of their uses to locational links and

localizing links (section 9.4), and distinguish three further kinds of

dependency: qualifying, extending, and associating.

Qualifying dependents specify which, of several members of an in-

tensional class is/are meant by demonstration (this, that), ordination

(third ;3)), attribution (hie, or reiatiVe subordination (who..., that...,

which...). The t arrow is used:

"this boy" boy

this

"third boy II boy

3

"big boy II boy

big

"the boy who saw me" boy (a)

a a see

I*4 be

In relative subordination, Greek letters are used for conceptual anaphora;

in the last example, "a" is the boy.

Extending dependents tell how much or how many of something is meant.

Thee arrow is used.

"two boys II many boys 11 "half the boys" "very hot"

boy boy
It

2 many

boy hot

all very
ft
1/2



'I loaded the wagon with hay.'

I
V

? wagon
00

hay a go 1 t
retire

'The cup is half full.'

cup

I $S
entire

substancet+be

An associating dependent is related in some yet unspecified way to

its governor. The 'arrow is used.

"bolt machine" "sperm whale"

machine

bolt

whale

It
sperm

Such a relationship is not entirely understood. It would be rewritten

when the relationship was better understood.

'machine that makes bolts' 'machine made of bolts'

machine (u) machine (u)

0/40manufacture bolttibe

fit
ITS

bolt04 be
es .

body

Localizing dependents (A) may be used for other portions of objects

than "top", "nearspace", and the like:

"my leg" "end of the story" 'I hit him in the nose.'

I story I
V
4* hit .... he

n in A
leg end nose

g.6. Conjunction

A conjunction can connect conceptualizations or concepts. In the'

latter case, an unnamed concept is defined in terms of other concepts.

Many cases of lexical conjunction of words do not serve this function and

are graphed as conjunctions of conceptualizations.



cup
cup-and-sauber" A

saucer

'1 broke a cup and a saucer.'

cup broken
A

saucer4-+broken

Conjunbtion (A) and disjunction (V) are distinguished, and both of

these types are subdivided according to whether the concepts are joined

(A,v), one is emphasized over the other (/A' ), or one is presented as

a contrast to the other (A ,\V).

A And, both-and

/4\ Moreover, also, with

//44 Yet, but, nevertheless

V Or, either-or'

IV Rather than

Y Whether -or

9.7. Comparison

An alternative method of representing comparatives is inspired by

Clark [2]. We recognize a dimension as a qualifier of an object (or

other concept) and view such a qualifier as t mathematica object with

length only (a line). To name the dimensions we use positive PA's:

length, height, age, weight, intelligent, difficult. A dimension line

x can be localized to its length using:

x for "absolute" length, x for length in some unit
f-N /-1

amount inch

This scalar can be compared with other scalars, or can be qualified as



small, medium, or 121a.

'The desk is 30 inches high.'

desk4+high
1'1

inch

30

'The man is short.'

man+-*high

amount

small

'The desk is shorter than the man.'

deskfhigh

amount < amount (a)

man 4-1.high

(u)

The comparison arrows are <, >, s, Z, =, and (for approximation)

9.8. Frameworks

We use the same language to deal with both physical and mental phe-

nomena. At times, the same verb can be used to denote a mental or a

physical action:

to have a book; to have an idea
to change cars; to change plans
to hurt his hand; to hurt his feelings
to go to Chicago; to go to extremes

In some cases, mental usage of physically-defined concepts is idiomatic.

However, such usage generally can be shown to be metaphorical in a sys-

tematic way. The psyche not only models the physical world; powers of
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the physical world are attributed to the psyche. Emotional states are

considered analogous to locations; to change states your psyche "moves".

Knowledge is possession of information rather than objects. Methods are

7ike paths; plans like vehicles; senses like organs.

To account for such usage, we distinguish several frameworks in

which phenomena can be conceptualized. Celce and Schwarz [1] argue well

for the mental-physical distinction ('The book is witty' vs 'The book is

torn'). We admit to additional frameworkgsocial and spiritual--and it

seems likely that the human mind can devise arbitrary frames of reference

to deal with concepts.

The social framework is used to discuss relationships which exist

neither in the physical world nor in the psyche of a single individual,

but rather by social agreement. Such concepts as ownership, commerce,

and politics are conceptualized in this :.ramework. The spiritual frame-

work is used to discuss metaphysical problems, and its recognition refutes

positivist arguments that metaphysical statements have no meaning.

The framework of a conceptualization is indicated by a mark under

the two-way link:

,P physical

M mental

S social

W spiritual

Where there is no mark, all frameworki are involved or it is unimportant

or unclear.

Of particular interst is the use of frameworks in motive conceptuali-

'ations. 'The ball goes to the wall' is physical; 'My thoughts ran from



leaving altogether to staying and helping' is mental:

go

I V go*aere

i-iremain

I 0-

Av
help

0

"to be sold to" is social, and "to go to heaven" is spiritual. Go

denotes a change of possession; first, the origin "has" the actor, then

the destination does. Have is used in several frameworks in at least

two senses:

Havel Have
2

Physical hold incorporate

Mental think know

Social awn include

Of course, many concepts are used in only one or two frameworks.

Metaphor can be regarded as the process of defining a concept in

one framework and then using it in another.

9.9. Transition

Transition is used mainly to indicate a phase of an action. When

the entire action is of interest, no transition mark is used. Schank

distinguishes T (transition), T
s
.(transition - start), T

F
(transition -

finish), and K (continuing [progressive]).

If an action is thought of as taking a certain amount of time, its

occurrence can be diagrammed on a time line:

K

TS{ )TF

However, transition can be used also to indicate a phase of being in
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some state (relaxed), having some attribute (old), or having an attitude

(fear). It is common in discourse to discuss more phases of these states

than just Ts, K, and TF. The diagram might look like this:

BG
WK
MD
WN
EN

also CH

Examples:

BG EN

beginning (T,)
waxing
midst (K)
waning
ending (TF)
changing (WX or WN)

'I am getting sleepy.'

'I am learning to drive:'

t

X
I
Wowant

I.4.4asleep

I operate 4- car

X
Possible

'San Jose Is becoming less beautiful.

'Stop hitting me.'

SJ daw+ beautiful

EN
you hit - I

9.10. Remarks

The variety of possible representations for many conceptualizations

may be disturbing because they seem ad hoc and almost arbitrary. However,

where we lack an experimental foundation we can only enumerate the logical

and intuitive possibilities. It is a credit to a method of representation
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if it can adapt readily to new outlooks. It it also true that language

and thought provide multiple forms of expression and modes of processing

information, and that a model should preserve that flexibility. It is

only when one attempts to pin down a "deep structure" that it seems

necessary to know the "right" choice of form. Lacking proof of a uni-

versal base for all languages, or even for all speakers of the same

language, or even for all conceptualizations of the same speaker, for

the time being we feel satisfied with a representation that points out

conceptual relations in a discourse and removes the ambiguity of lexi-

calization.



10. End

This memo is intended to be a progress report to those that have

been following our work. It there is anything to conclude from all this

it is that to regard the basis of language as a process that is as 'con-

ceptually pure' as possible, simplifies the linguistic problem.

It seems clear to us that there are probably a good many philosophi-

cal and psychological implications of the statements and work presented

here. However we have no particular axe to grind in either field so we

have done what seemed right without ary predisposition as to how t!-,ings

sl-oold be. We leave our formulations to those that may like to deal

with them (including perhaps ourselves).



APPENDIX I - The verb-ACT dictionary.

The verb-ACT dictionary uses the following format: verbs are de-

fined by a verb category followed by its conceptual realizate followed

by the semantic categories denoting the syntactic selectional restrictions

by which the appropriate sense of the verb is chosen; concepts have

subScripts; ACT's are defined in the same manner as verbs using con-

ceptual information.

We use the following words to denote the dependency links:

= MAIN
At = CAUSAL

= OBJ

v" = OBJI

= OBJR

= OBJD

T = QUAL
-= QUALPR
= THAT

4* = BE



1 VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:13

(ACCEPT
(S AGREE' HUMAN)
(7 (X MAIN Pc.RMIT1 OBJ (Z MAIN TRANS' OBJ Y 0BJR X Z)) HUMAN ANY HUMAN)

(7 (X MAIN AGREEI OBJ (Y BE (B) ACCEPTABLE)) HUMAN HUMAN)

)

(ACCO""-LISH
(T DC4 HUMAN ANY)

(I (X MAIN PAINS1 OBJ (DEP X POSS)) BODYPART)

)

(AT,:7SE
(S ADVISE1 HUMAN)

ADVISE1 HUMAN HUMAN)
)

(ACr;RAVATE
(T 7PA HUMAN HUtIAN)

)
n.

)

(.",LOW

A07,:F.E1 HUMAN)
CI AGREE1 HUMAN)

(7 PERmIT1 HUMAN ANY)
(S i.)ERmIT1 HUMAN)

(ANSWE--:
(S ANSWER1 HUMAN)
(7 ANSWEP1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(T ANSWER2 HUMAN (PHONE1 TELEPHONE1))
(T (X MAIN 001 CAUSAL (Y BE (B) FULFILLED1)) HUMAN ANY)

(T (ONE1 MAIN TRANS1 OBJ X OBJR (DEP Y POSS) ONE1) ANY ANY)

. )

(ARIVE
CIO ARPIVE1 HUMAN)
(I0 (ONE1 MAIN TRANS1 OBJ X) PHYSOBJ)

)

(ASK
(T ASK1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(S ASK1 HUMAN)
(I ASK1 HUMAN)
(- ASK1 HUMAN OUESTION1)

)

(A7TtCK
(T ATTACK' HUMAN ANY)

)

(ATTEMPT
(S TRY1 HUMAN)

(BEAT
(T UEA.TI HUMAN ANIMAL)
(7 URUM1 HUMAN DRUM2)



.4_

7,

04

,tr

0'1

2 VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/7Z 12:13

(T (X COMP Y BE (B) VICTORIOUS1) (HUMAN HUMINST) (HUMAN HUMINST))

)

(BEGIN
(TS)

)

(BELIEVE
(S BELIEVE1 HUMAN)
(T (X MAIN BELIEVE OBJ (SOMETHINGI THAT (y MAIN SAY1) BE (B) TRUE1))

)

(SITE
(T BITE1 ANIMAL (FOOD ANIPAL))

)

(BREAK
(I HREAKi PHYSOBJ)
(P HREAK1 ANIMAL PHYSOBJ (I= (WEAPON' BODYPART)))

)

(HR:NG
(X TRANS1 HUMAN HUMAN PHYSOBJ (I=VEHICLE))
(T (X MAIN DO CAUSAL Y) ANY ANY)

)

(BUY

)

(CALL

cx BUY1 HUMAN HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

(X (ALL1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ NAME)
(X (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ (Y Bt (B) 2)) HUMAN HUMAN (HUMAN PA))
(T (X MAIN ASK1 OBJ (V MAIN G01 OBJD HERE1)) HUMAN ANIMAL)

)

(CARE-FOR
(T CARE-FOR1 HUMAN (CHILD ANIMAL PLANT))
(T LIKE1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(T (X MAIN LIKE2 OBJ (X MAIN Y)) HUMAN CON)
(T (X MAIN LIKE2 OBJ (X MAIN D01 OBJ Y)) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

)

(CAUSE
(T (X MAIN DO1 CAUSAL Y) HUMAN CON)
(S (X MAIN DO1 CAUSAL (Y MAIN 2)). HUMAN ANY ANY)

(T (X MAIN 001 CAUSAL (ie MAIN 2)1 HUMAN HUMAN ANY)
)

(CHANGE
(I (X MAIN DO/ CAUSAL (X MAIN CHANGE1)) HUMAN)

(T EXCHANGE1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
CT (X MAIN CHANGE1 OBJ (X BE (B) Y)) HUMAN (CON OUALPR X))
(P CHANGE' HUMAN HUMAN)
(P cHAN;Ei HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

)

(CLOSE
(I CLOSE1 PHYSOBJ)
(P CLOSE1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(T (X MAIN D01 CAUSAL (Y MAIN'END1)) HUMAN CON)

)

(COME 91



1 3n VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12;13

(10 (X MAIN G01 OBJO HERE1) HUMAN)
(ID (ONE1 MAIN TRANS 1 OBJ x) PHYSOBJ)
(I COE1 HUMAN)

)

(COMFCRT
c HUMAN HUMAN)

)

(Y '.;:;vmUNICATE1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(7 SY1 HUMAN SPEECH)

;"LiSE

t SPA HUMAN HUMAN)
(T HUX,AN CON)

4, )
C I., I L''s

,,,,,,,--
e-r

tr.

I' 4.

,

41

I

.1 It

n

P.*

24

)

(DECI

,"-:A HUMAN HUMAN)

HUMAN)

(T UUT1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(X MAIN (N) GOI OBJO Y) HUMAN (CLASS1 SCHOOL1))

(T LLIMINATE1 HUMAN (CON NAME))

rf:

(S UECIDE1 HUMAN)
(I UECIDE HUMAN)

)

(UESCRIE3E
(T UESCRIBE1 HUMAN ANY)
!S 3:SCRIBE1 HUMAN)
(7 (ONE MAIN DESCRIBE1 03J Y OBJI X) (BOOK1 STORY1 PICTUREI) ANY)

)

(OESIRE
(T 'v'iANT1 HUMAN ANY)
(S WA1.:T1 HUMAN)

)

(DESTROY
(T (X MAIN 001 CAUSAL (y MAIN D1E1)) HUMAN ANIMALS)
(T "'AIN 001 CAUSAL (Y BE (S) USELESS)) HUm HUMAN)

(T (X x4IN 001 CAUSAL (Y MAIN (N) BE1)) HUMAN ANY)

(I U:E1 ANIMAL)
1

(DISTV'b
(7 SPA HUMAN HUMAN)
(T (Y MAIN 001 OE3J X CAUSAL (Y BE (B) DISTURPED1)) PHYSOBJ HUMAN)

(T (X CAUSAL (V r2E (B) DISTUR3EU1)) ANY HUmAN)

)



VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12;13

(DIVORCE
(Y DIVORCE1 HUMAN HUMAN)

)

(DOUBT
(S (X MAIN (N) BELIEVE) HUMAN)
(T (X MAIN (N) BELIEVE OBJ (SUMETHING1 THAT (Y MAIN SAY1) BE (B) TRUE1))

)

(DREAM
(S UREAMI HUMAN)

)

(DRINK
(T URINK1 HUMAN BEVERAGE)
(I URINK2 HUMAN)

)

(EMPLOY
(T (X MAIN EMPLOY1 OBJ (Y MAIN 001)) (HUMAN HUMINST) HUMAN)

)

(ENO
(P END1 HUMAN ANY)
(I LND1.ANY)

)

(ENJOY
(T (X MAIN ENJOVI OBJ (X MAIN 001 OBJ Y)) HUMAN ANY)
(S ENJOYI HUMAN)

)

(EAT
(T EAT1 ANIMAL FOOD)
(I LAT1 ANIMAL)

)

(EXPECT

)

(FEAR

)

(FEEL

(S EXPECT1 HUMAN)
(T (X MAIN EXPECT1 'OBJ (Y MAIN (F) GO1 OBJD HERE1)) VEHICLE HUMAN)
(T (x MAIN EXPECT1 OBJ Y) HUMAN ANY)
CT (X MAIN EXPECT1 OBJ (ONE1 MAIN (F) TRANSI OBJ Y OBJR X ONE1)) HUMAN PL4YSC

(S

(T

FEAR1 HUMAN)
-0( MAIN FEARI OBJ (Y MAIN (F) 001 CAUSAL (V BE (B) HURT))) HUMAN ANY)

(S THIN1 HUMAN)
(T FEEL1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(I (X BE (S) Y (PA)) HUMAN)

)

(TIGHT
FIGHT1 ANIMAL ANIMAL)

(T FIGHT2 HUMAN HUMINST)

)

(S FIND1 (HUMINST ANIMAL))
CT (Y MAIN FIND1 OBJ (Y MAIN (QUALPR 2) 8E1)) ANIMAL ANIMAL)
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(FLY

VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:13

(I FLYI (BIRD PLANE INSECT))
(P FLy1 HUMAN PLANE)
(10 (G01 OBJI PLANE1) ANIMAL)

)

(FCRGIYE
(S FORGIVE1 HUMAN)
(T FDRGIVE1 HUMAN HUMAN)

(7 (ONE1 MAIN TRANS1 OBJ Y OBJR X ONE1) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

(I PwYSOBJ PA)
(7 (ONE1 MAIN DOI OBJ X) HUMAN ANY)

(X TRANS1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ PHYSOBJ)
(x (X MAIN 001 CAUSAL CY MAIN HAVE2 OBJ 2)) HUMAN HUMAN ANY)

GO1 ANIMAL (I=VEHICLE))
)

GP ?W
(I GRoWl (ANIMAL PLANT))
(P GROWI HUMAN PLANT (I:AGRIC))
(7 (Y mAIN (QUALPR X) GROWI) BODYPART ANIMAL)

(GUESS
(S GUESSI HUMAN)
(T (X MAIN GUESSI OBJ.(y BE (B) SOMETHING)) HUMAN ANY)

)

(HAVE
(T (ONE1 MAIN TRANS1 OBJ Y OBJR X ONEI) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(T HAVE2 ANIMAL DISEASE)
(T (X MAIN Y) HUMAN ANY)
(7 (X RE (S) Y) HUMAN ANY)

)

(HATE
(T HATE1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(S HATE2 HUMAN)

)

(HELP
CT HELPI HUMAN ANIMAL)
(S HEL P: HUMAN)

(w2P"
(S HOPEI HUMAN)

CT HITI HUMAN HUMAN)
(7 HI72 ANIMAL ANIMAL)
(7 -iIT3 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

)



1-6 VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:13

(HURT
(P HURT1 ANIMAL ANIMAL)
(I HURT1 ANIMAL)
(P U2SET1 HUMAN (HUMAN FEELINGSI))

)

(HOPE
(s HOPE;, HUMAN)

)

(ImAGINE
(S ImAGINE1 HUMAN)

)

(INS'JLT
(T (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ SOMETHING1 OBJR Y X CAUSAL (Y BE (S) INSULTED1))
(7 (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ (Y BE (8) SOMETHING1) (THAT BAD1) OBJR ONE X) HUA\

)

(INTEND
(S INTEND1 AJMAN)

)

(P.:7EREST
(T (Y MAIN INTEREST-1N1 OBJ X) ANY HUMAN)
(7 (Y MAIN INTEREST-IN2 OBJ X) HUMAN HUMAN)

)

(KILL
(T (X MAIN 001 CAUSAL (Y MAIN DIE1)) ANIMAL ANIMAL)
(*" (ONE1 MAIN 001 03J1 X CAUSAL (Y MAIN DIE1)) WEAPON ANIMAL)
(T (X MAIN BE1 CAUSAL (Y MAIN DIE1)) ANY ANIMAL)

)

(KISS
(Y KISS1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(T KISS1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

)

(KNOW
(T UNDERSTAND2 HUMAN HUMAN)
(S KNOW1 HUMAN)
(T KNOW2 HUMAN HUMAN)
(T UNDERSTAND3 HUMAN (PHYSOBJ ACAOSUBJ))

)

(LAUGH
(I'LAUGH1 HUMAN)

)

(LET
(S HERmIT1 HUMAN)
(T HENT1 HUMAN HOUSETERM)

)

;LICK
(T LICK1 ANIMAL BODYPART)
(7 BEAT-UP1 ANIMAL ANIMAL)

)

(LIE:

(S (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ (EON THAT BE (B) FALSER.)) HIPAN)
(I (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ (CON THAT BE (B) FALSEI)) HUkIAN)
(I LIE-DOWN1 HuMAN)
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)

(L=7AVE

VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:13

(I 8E2 PHYSOBJ)

(T (X MAIN GOI OBJD SOMEPLACEI Y) (HUMAN VEHICLE) LOC)
(T SEPARATE-FROM1 HUMAN (HUMAN HUMINST))

((X MAIN G01 OBJD SOMEPLACE) AND (ONEI MAIN (N) TRANSI OBJ y OBJR ONE2))

)

(LEARN
(S LEARN1 HUMAN)
(- STUDYI HUMAN ACADSUBJ)

""0

(1 (X MAIN (T) ABLE1 OBJ Y) HUMAN ANY)

LIKE1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(7 (Y MAIN LIKE2 OBJ (X MAIN Y)) HUMAN CON)
IT (X 1,4.::\J LIKE2 OBJ (X MAIN DO1 OBJ Y)) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

(T (X MAIN ENJOY1 OBJ (Y MAIN BE1)) HUMAN (HUMINST ANIMAL))

(t17.TEN-TU
(1- HEAR1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

)

IVE
(I LIVE1 (ANIMAL PLANT))

(I (X MAIN APPEAR1 OBJ (X BE (B) Y)) HUMAN)

)

(L00,/,-A7
(T SEEI (INTENTIONALLY) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

)

-CVE

)

(MAKE

(T LOVE1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(7 (X MAIN LOVE2 OBJ (ONEI MAIN TRANSI Y OBJR X)) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

(T (X MAIN LOVE2 OBJ (Y MAIN BE1)) HUMAN ANY)

(T yPEATE1 HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(T SCREW1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(T EARN1 HUMAN MONEYI)
(S (X MAIN DOI CAUSAL (Y MAIN 2)) HUMAN HUMAN CON)

)

(Y XARPYI HUMAN. HUMAN) .

(P MARRY1 HUMAN (HUMAN AND HUMAN))

(IC (R.7SIDENCE1 (OUALPR X) MAIN (T) Y) HUMAN LOG)

(P MC/EI HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(ZPA HUMAN HUMAN)
(T (Y CAUSAL (Y MAIN MOVE02)) ANY HUMAN)



)

'EED

VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:13

(S NEEDI HUMAN)
(7 (X MAIN NEEDI OBJ (ONE1 MAIN TRANSI OBJ Y OBJR X ONEI)) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

(T (X MAIN NEED1 OBJ (ONE1 MAIN DO1 OBJ X)) HUMAN CON)

(T (SPEAKER1 MAIN WANT1 OBJ (ONE1 MAIN 001 09J X)) PHYSOBJ CON)

(T (SPEAKERI MAIN WANTI OBJ (ONEI MAIN TRANSI OBJ Y OBJR X ONE1)) PHYSOBJ

)

SJECT
(S (X MAIN (N) WANT1) HUMAN)

)

OFFER
(X (X MAIN OFFER1 OBJ (X MAIN TRANSI OBJ OBJR Y X)) HUMAN HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

(S OFFERI HUMAN)
)

CPE.""!

)

OWA4

(P OPENI HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(: OPEN1 PHYSOBJ)
(I (X MAIN (TS) D01) HUMINST)

(r (X MAIN TRANSI OBJ MONEYI OBJR ONE1 X CAUSAL (ONE1 MAIN TRANSI, OBJ Y OBJR X

(S PLANI HUMAN)
(1 URGANIZE1 HUMAN CON).

PLEASE
(T e'A HUMAN HUMAN)
(T (Y MAIN 001 OBJ X CAUSAL (Y BE (S) PLEASED1)) PHYSOBJ HUMAN)

)

PRAY
(S (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ SOMETHING1 OBJR GODI X) HUMAN)

)

PAY-FOR
(i (X MAIN SAYI OBJ (XMAIN WANTI OBJ (0001 MAIN HELP1 OBJ (Y BE (B) SATISFIED

(T (X,MAIN SAYI OBJ (X MAIN WANT1 OBJ (Y MAIN BE1)) OBJR GODI X) HUMAN CON)

)

(PUNISH
(T (X MAIN DOI OBJ )0 CAUSAL (Y BE (S) PUNISHEDI)) HUMAN HUMAN)

)

U.'.E3RET

(S REGRET1 HUMAN)
(T REGRETI HUMAN CON)

)

(IC (X MAIN (N) GO1 OBJD SOMEPLACE1 Y) HUMAN LOC)

(I (X RE (3 K) Y (PA)) HUMAN)

)
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VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:13

(T (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ (Y MAIN REMEMBERI OBJ Z) 09JR Y X) HUMAN HUMAN)

(T (Y MAIN 001 OBJ X CAJSAL (Y MAIN REMEMBER1 OBJ Z)) PHYSOBJ HUMAN)

)

(REMEMBER
(S REMEMBER1 HUMAN)
(1 (X MAIN REMEMBERI OBJ (X MAIN KNOW?_ OBJ Y)) HUMAN HUMAN)

)

(REWARC
'(T iPA HUMAN ANIMAL)

)

(SAY

)

(SEE

(SH3DT

(S SAY1 HUMAN)
(T SAY1 HUMAN ANY)

(I UNDERSTANDI HUMAN)
(7 (X MAIN PERCEIVE1 OBJ y OBJI EYES1 (QUALPR X)) HUMAN ANY)

(T (X MAIN SHOOT-AT1 OBJ BULLETSI OBJI GUN1 OBJR Y GUN1) HUMAN ANIMAL)

(X (X MAIN SHOW.-T01 OBJ OBJR Y) HUMAN HUMAN PHYSOBJ)

(X (X MAIN DEMONSTRATEI OBJ (ONE1 MAIN D01)) HUMAN HUMAN ANY)

SIT1 ANIMAL)
)

(SPEAK
(I SAYI HUMAN)

)

(SPEAK-TO
(T (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ CON OBJR Y HUMAN HUMAN)

)

(STAND
(I STANDI ANIMAL).

)

(START
(I (X MAIN (TS) 001) MACHINE)
(I (x MAIN (TS) D01) HUMINST)

(P (X MAIN DO1 CAUSAL (Y MAIN (TS) D01)) HUMAN

(1 (X MAIN (TS) ATTENDI UBJ Y) HUMAN HUMINST)

)
v

(I HEMAIN1 ANIMAL)
)

fiTJDY
(T (X MAIN PERCEIVE1 (QUAL CAREFUL1) (QUAL INTENTIONAL1) OBJ Y 09JI

(T STUDYI HUMAN (ACADSUBJ PHYSOBJ))

)

SUSPECT
(S BELIEVE1 HUMAN)
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10 VERBS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:13

)

(TAKE

)

(TALK

)

(TELL

(T (X MAIN BELIEVEI OBJ (Y MAIN D01)) HUMAN HUMAN)

(X (X MAIN TRANS1 OBJ OBJR Y X) HUMAN HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(T (X MAIN TRANS1 OBJ Y OBJR X Z) HUMAN PHYSOBJ HUMAN)
(T INGEST1 HUMAN MEDICATION)

(10 SAY1 HUMAN)
(Y COMMUNICATEI HUMAN HUMAN)

(T (X MAIN SAY1 OBJ SOMETHING1 OBJR Y X) HUMAN HUMAN)
(S UNDERSTAND1 HUMAN)

)

(THINK
(S BELIEVE1 HUMAN)
(I (X MAIN SAYI OBJ SOMETHING1 OBJR X X) HUMAN)

)

TRCUBLE
'T ZPA HUMAN HUMAN)
(7 i:PA CON HUMAN)
(I (CON CAUSAL (X MAIN TROUBLED1)) HUMAN)

)

(TRY
(S TRyi HUMAN)

)

(UNDERSTAND
(S UNDERSTAND1 HUMAN)
(T UNDERSTAND2 HUMAN HUMAN)
(T UNDERSTAND3 HUMAN (PHYSOBJ ACADSUBJ))
(I SYMpATHIEEWITH1 HUMAN)

)

(USE
(T (X MAIN 001 OBJI Y) HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(T (X (AND Y) MAIN Doi CAUSAL (X MAIN.PROFIT1)) HUMAN HUMAN)

)

(WANT
(S WANT1 HUMAN)

NEED1 HUMAN HUMAN)
(T (X MAIN WANT1 OBJ (ONE1 MAIN TRANSI OBJ Y OBJR X ONE1)) HUMAN PHYSO.P

)

(WALK
(ID (X MAIN GO1 OBJI FOOT1) HUMAN)
(T (X (AND Y) MAIN GO1 O8JI FOOT1) HUMAN ANIMAL)

)

(WAIT
(I WAIT1 HUMAN)

)

(WAIT-FOR
(T (X MAIN WAIT1 AND (x MAIN EXPECT1 OBJ (Y MAIN GO1 OBJD PLACE1

(T (X EXPECTI OBJ (ONE1 MAIN TRANS1 00J y OPJR X ONL1)) HIIftbaN *.flo;:zC-
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'I t,

)

(WATCH

)

(WISH

)

(WORK

VERBS 1, RUG 1/20/70 12:13

(T (X MAIN INTEND1 OBJ (X MAIN SEE1 OBJ Y)) HUMAN ANY)

(S HOPE1 HUMAN)

(I WORK1 HUMAN)
)

(WORK AT
(T (ONE1 MAIN EMPLOY1 OBJ X OBJI Y) HUMAN ANY)

(T (Y MAIN EMPLOY1 OBJ X) HUMAN HUMINST)

)
(WORK FOR

(T (V MAIN EMPLOY1 OBJ X) HUMAN HUMINST)
)

(eir../,RY

(S FEAR1 HUMAN)
(T tPA CON HUMAN)



PACE 1-1

0017,0

00200
00300
,Asc02

00622
OZ700
008ZZ

0170Z

01200
013Z
0142;0

7)150C
01600
c;17E2

,m

02000
02100
2200

02300
02420
22500
02600
Z27EZ
028Z0
02900
03Z00
031E0
32Z
03300
034ZZ
Z35-ZZ
0:L.600

03700
03? ,0,7

0397,0
047z
;,41Z0

V42%;2:

:44ZZ
043Z0

3480
7,40zo

7;502:0

05100

ACTS 1,ROG 1/22770 12:14

(ADVISE' S HUMAN)
(AGREE1 S HUMAN)
(ANSWER1 C HUMAN CON CON HUMAN)
(ANSWER2 P HUMAN PHYSOBJ BODYPART)
(ARRIVE1 R HUMAN (VEHICLE CON) LOC)
(ASK'. C HUMAN CON CON HUMAN)
(ATTACK' P HUMAN ANY (WEAPON CON ARMY1))
(ATTEND1 U HUMAN VEHICLE HUMINST)
(8E1 I PHYSOBJ)
(BEAT' P HUMAN ANIMAL WEAPON)
(3EAT-UP1 P HUMAN HUMAN WEAPON)
(BELIEVE' S HUMAN)
(BITE' P ANIMAL (FOOD ANIMAL) TEETH1)

(BREAK1 I PHYSOBJ)
(BUY' T HUMAN PHYSOBJ MONEY' HUMAN (HUMAN HUMINST))
(CALL' C HUMAN NAME SPEECH HUMAN HUMAN)
(CARE-FOR1 P HUMAN (CHILD ANIMAL PLANT) CON)
(CHANGE1 1 PHYSOBJ)
(CLOSE1 I PHYSOBJ)
(COME1 I HUMAN)
(COmMUNICATE1 C HUMAN CON SPEECH HUMAN)
(CREATE1 P HUMAN PHYSOBJ (HANDS' MACHINE))

(CRY' I HUMAN)
(CUT1 P HUMAN PHYSOBJ KNIFE')
(DECIDE1 S HUMAN)
(DEMONSTRATE' S HUMAN)
(DESCRIBE' C HUMAN ANY (SPEECH PICTURE') HUMAN)

(D1E1 I ANIMAL)
(DIVORCE' P HUMAN HUMAN (STATE1 MAIN DECREE'))

(DREAM1 S HUMAN)
(DRINK1 P HUMAN BEVERAGE MOUTH1)
(DRINK2 P HUMAN LIOUOR1 MOUTH1)
(EARN1 S HUMAN)
(EMPLOY' S (HUM1NST HUMAN))
(END1 I ANY)
(ENJOY'. I HUMAN)
(EAT1 P ANIMAL FOOD MOUTH1)
(EXPECT1 S HUMAN)
(FEAR' S HUMAN)
(FEEL1 P HUMAN PHYSOBJ BODYPART)
(FIGHT' P ANIMAL ANIMAL WEAPON)
(FIGHT? P HUMAN HUMINST CON)

(FIN91 S (ANIMAL HUMINST))
(FLY' R (bin PLANE INSECT) WING1)
(FORGIVE1 S HUMAN)
(GO" R ANIMAL VEHICLE)
(GROW' I (ANIMAL PLANT))
(GUESS1 S HUMAN)
(HA E1 E HUMAN PHYSOBJ)
(HATE2 S HUMAN)
(HELP' S HUMAN)
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PAGE 1 -2

053212
05400

5 5 c,

0 5 6 0 2

/ V.
rr

::: rl

nt5g3ry

0 6 7,21

4 6 1 7

ti 4 4. Y,

er,,

,

ACTS 1,ROG 1/20/70 12:14

(HOPE/ S HUMAN)
(HIT/ P HUMAN HUMAN WEAPON)
(HIT2 P ANIMAL ANIMAL (BODYPART VEHICHLE))
(HIT3 T HUMAN PHYSOBJ (BODYPART WEAPON) PHYSOBJ)
(HURT/ I ANIMAL)
(HOPE/ S HUMAN)
(IMAGINE/ S HUMAN)
(INGESTI P HUMAN (FOOD MEDICATION
(INTEND/ S HUMAN)
(INTEREST..IN1 S HUMAN)
(INTERESTIN2 E HUMAN HUMAN)
(KISS1 P HUMAN PHYSOBJ LIPS1)
(KNOW/ S HUMAN)
(KNOW2 E HUMAN HUMAN)
( L AUGH1 I HUMAN)
(LICK/ P ANIMAL (FOOD BODYPART) TONGUE/)
(wIE-DOWN1 I HUMAN)
(LIKE/ E HUMAN HUMAN)
(LKE2 S HUMAN)
(LOV7,7.1 E HUMAN HUMAN)
(LOVE2 S HUMAN)
(MARRY1 E HUMAN HUMAN)
(NEED1 S HUMAN)
(MOVE/ 0 PHysoBJ)
(OFFER1 S HUMAN)
(UPEN1 I PHYSOBJ)
(PAINS1 E BODYPART ANIMAL)
(PERCEIVE1 C HUMAN (SOUND SIGHT) BODYPART HUMAN)
(PERMIT/ S HUMAN)
(PLAN1 S HUMAN)
(REGRET1 S HUMAN)
(REXEMBER1 S HUMAN)
(SAY1 C HUMAN CON (SOUNDAIDER MOUTH /) HUMAN)

(SCREW1 E HUMAN HUMAN)
(SHOOT-AT1 T HUMAN IMPLDES ARMS HUMAN ARMS)
(SHOV-T01 T. HUMAN PHYSOBJ ANY HUMAN)

(SIT/. I ANIMAL)
(STAND/ I ANIMAL)
(STUDY/ C HUMAN (PHYSOBJ ACADSUBJ) EYES1 (BOOK1 CON) HUMAN)

(SYMPATHIE-WITH/ E HUMAN HUMAN)
(TRY1 S HUMAN)
(UNDERSTAND1 S HUMAN)
(UNL)ERSTAND2 E HUMAN HUMAN)
(UNJERSTAND3 F HUMAN (PHYSOBJ ACADSUBJ))

(WAIT1 I HUMAN)
(XORK1 I HUMAN)

DRINK) ANY)
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APPENDIX II - Output of Spinoza I

A sample of the output of Spinoza I is listed here. We were always

just testing this version of the parser so we operated with a very small

vocabulary. The form of the output is in two parts. The first part is

a list of dependencies using the notation shown in Appendix I. The se-

cond part consists of nested ACTOR-ACTION-OBJECT lists that are intended

to look more like the conceptual networks.



ANT-04CE;
414E WAS EATEA A- rLY-

NtritalOAX::

(0 G0091- CI,403 EAT% :ACT yr c TE-I4 a PT ?AR)) oi3J ctto5 FL. y2. %pp CH) se)
CAD GI:0(p92. (RN 1-161. :PP pRON> MI,tf (WD3 EA T1. : Ad? VT CIE/4 P r r. AR )
CT El4 : F ) )

ACTOF.: RE* I-
ACT I ON : BATA.
013J1 FLY 2.
6SP E C'1.5 F

.SEN TENt
1c1 HIT TOE Gin- IN ME PARK-

NETWORK :

t,
.

F L YLY

(0 Go 107 (yam- 61 IKL,1 pp cN) 40,ALF°R. (Win PARKA :PP PpLOC) e cc.,..onir keg

(-9) 60104 CWP2 F 1 ii ; ACT sir) OBJ ono+ GiRL$. :PP 04) 0)
OD 6010i Cwot Iz zn, PR00) c Hirt :Ac-r vr)

AC ioR,1 C1

AC TION:, ti tTi
cesJ; 6'1 RL1... CCC()Nr TM) PARK115 = NITOGr11121.
ASPECT al It IN

'PAW
$E tENC Et
*lair LI KE wR.IrE.

(4, 601 I a (04 WEI. :Pp PRopt) MA IN (404. motel :ACT vr)
(0 cioli 4 C LiI45 I z AC r 1/) Of0c,00 C601 la czNI., :PP P9) 0)
(0 Gow I 1 (1415)1 WE.. :PP PROW) MAIN (Win L WEI :ACD VS) 0)

pic TO A.1
ACTIONt.LIkEt
05JCON: ACTOR; 14E1

rn-n 18u r& wR M. rEt
ASPECT.S:

ASPECTS:

SENTE NCE
*TMF F-RO IT MAY EIE EATEN IN 14 PARK.

NETWORK`.

GaL9P

CO 60127.

WE '
Wf 41:4 Wit ITC

(.00126 OZ1II 2 PP NI) 6NALFT. Cv1D9 PARKS :FP HOC) Q1 cCotsir IN

Cv4D5 EATI ACT- VT (TEN Piz PAR)) 084 CWE52. fRiairi :Pp C14 /= OS)

CO GO i 26 00125 ONEJ :PP PRON) MA IN CviD5 EATL -c ACT vt r ( T I E N p r: PAR? )

c'PASV f) CTEN C)
AcTor24 ()Ha.
ACTION; rATi
obit FRU! TS.
WECT; 0 -104 -
CCONT AiC: PRt

ONE 4:P ehr FRUIT
tit')



sairENce;
5AW LARR( NATTIN6 KaN Y5STE1DAY%

Co 00 (6044-6 CzN I : PI) N) QuAL (lAit)6 YE:STERPAY.1 : P TIME)
CO 60150 (WD4 H :ACT yr (TN PR: PAR ) Crti D5 KENT :PP PIO 0)
OP 6Q14-6 C Ggi :DES -7"A1 :PP PN ) frIAIN 01104 tT`1 :ACT VT (TEN PR:PAR)
) 0)
(0 001417 041)3 LAIMY I : PP r14) (uAL (60146 CZN1 : PP t4) 0)
CO 60 4+ CWO2 SEE1 :ACT VS CT EN PT) ) OD.* (WDS LA RRT1 :?P Phi)
CO G0142 CWD 1 LI :PP VON) (q) IN cwiYa. SEE-1 :ACT VS CT EW PT))

PT))
ACTOg : 1I
fiC T1 : sZCI
ower: LAiuvri ACTOR: : DELTA it DO S E C

AT/R.1.130TE: lit TI,
OBJ KEN
ASP EC TS :

1..frieft I T K (N)

TIME: YESTERDAY-I CA rt D

A5PECTS : PAST

SENTEWCE...:
*LOVE 15 BEAU T1

NEW WORD: BEAUTI RAN

NET 'MORK :

(0 60151 cot 158 czOt :PP) MAID (wP3 SEAuriFuLA :PA ADJ) 0 cTgiv

CO 60159 (G01 59 ONEt : PP PR ON)
ACTOR.: ACTOR; °NEL

ACTOU: LOVE1
ASPECTS:

ATTRIBUTE:. BEAUTIFULL
ASPECTS:

MAIN (GO 160 LOVE 1 :ACT NIL.)

SENTENCE :
*THE 6LACK WOMAN Is THE PARK MO HAVE BEE/4

NETWORK:

(TEN

OW

OWE k
.* eVVITTTIFuL.

twovC,

HI TT 101G HER. AN,.

Co mat (wpi0 Ht Ti :ACT VT ( TEN PK: PAK) ) O&J C WD 12. MAW. :pP CO 0)

(it 60180 (WDla MANI :VP CN)
0(POSS OF))
CO 6007$ (WOS WOMAN4 :PP CN
0 (TEN C:FtK))
(0 60167 COD2 WOMAN' :PP C14

CO 06162 (wo3 womml :pp co) (VAL (WDZ 8LACKI :PA

QUALPR, (watt stAel :PP PRO O ( VAR FOSS) )

) MAIN (O10 HIT' :ACT VT (TEN PAR) )

) QUAL.PR% ( WD6 PAM1 :PP PPLOC) 0 (CON r r

ACTOR: wommi CBLACKI)
ACTLOO: 071
00J: MANI ((1105.5 OF) 01E1)
ASPECTS: C:F:0(

( CCONT IN) PARK I )

ctok
wotitfrebi

trtJ
t1M14 PARK
-1o5-

ADJ)

MAN
0 F

stie.



SENTENCE:
*THE SMOKER. Mt 61-sr BE DAv

NE:Tit PX:

Cv S0190 (60192. ON E1 :PP MAN)

(I 60191 Cl)019?. ONg1. MOD
ACTO1R: ON5! 11-14 T: SMOKE1

ASpF.c TS:

ATTR.1.13LYTF: .3)AVE1
A.SPECTS.: 0:114

.SENre:NCE:
44,1 AM Goth1G, To ThE

/46.:7'WORK.:

MA061 CIVC05 DAVE1 :PP Mil) 0 (-1E14 -

THAT (610193 StIOICE.1 :ACT Vi") vt)
ck

ONE 411100A,VC

IlsmOKS

(0 et 099 CW.D3 001 :ACT V/ ( l'EN
0 (0/R14 TO),

(6 60196 cvoi ri :PP PRONG MAW (WD3 GO!
EV :JO)
ACTOR:
ACT' ON GO,

D To): PARK)
ASP C1$;

PR.:PAR)) OBJPK, (WD6 PAi0(.1 :PP "PPLOG)

SrchiTENCtI,
*KE11,1' SLG BOOK 1.5 REP.

NETWOrK:

Acr \a (TEN F'R.:PAR)) 0 CT

d44,45:.'"?. Poe l<

(0 60201 (W04 600K1 :PP CM) MAIN CWO Rao' :PA AIM 0 (TEN :10?

OD 60210 000141 :PP Ct!) QUftLep (WD1 14EN1 :PP PN) 0 (P056 OF))
(0 00209 Ilv04-13)001(1 :pp CN) guAL (W03 0161 :PA AcJ) (t)

ACTOR: /3001.(1 (SrGI)
ATM1BAJTri.: RED1
ASPLOT5: :K

sEKTEINIcev
tsioNoPF

ME T3:

(c6 002 cots! fip YOWL
fL" tc2: YOU1
ACTION; steNoFfri
ASPECTS

((POss 0F) KEN')
.

4500
k.

14 44 RV)
POP" t

KEN) DIG

:PP PROM) MAIN (wog, SIGNOPri :AcTvt)

Voo 0114 SICONOPP
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